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I. CONCLUSIONS 1 RECOMMENDATIONS
The Buffalo Valley Well No. 3 is producing primarily fiom fine sand and gravel lenses
interlayered with silt between 37 and 5 1 feet in depth. Secondary production comes from a
fine sand layer between 56 and 61 feet. Both zones are part of the Burnt Ridge Moraine.
Short-term well production capability exceeds 50 gpm. Sustained production averaging
20-25 gpm will leave a wide margin of available drawdown before the pumping water level
is drawn down to the level of the upper well screens. An initial pump depth setting of
approximately 35 feet is recommended.
Groundwater quality is good. Moderate iron concentrations produce a slight taste; a slight
hydrogen sulfide odor is present which quickly dissipates upon exposure to the atmosphere.
The well water meets all regulatory drinking water standards. Iron bacteria are present in the
aquifer supplying this well and may require periodic treatment to prevent restriction of well
screens.
Aquifer drawdown caused by sustained production of the well will impact the water levels
and flow of the three neighboring wells, insignificantly in two cases but requiring a
potentially substantial reduction in discharge rate fiom a third. Elimination of useful
production fiom neighboring wells appears unlikely to occur in any case. No impacts beyond
the three wells monitored are anticipated.
Additional well development and dissipation of aquifer gases may be achieved through a
sustained period of fiee flow. Pending completion of construction to incorporate the well
into the water system, open discharge is recommended.
Based upon pumping tests performed on the exploratory well, a 5 hp pump with a nominal
30 gpm capacity is recommended to satisfy projected present and future system demands
without causing excessive drawdown in the aquifer.
Additional information obtained from the exploration well indicates sediment problems
associated with the existing well (Buffalo Valley No. 2) are likely the result of fine-grained
aquifer material entering the large openings produced by saw slots and mechanical
perforations in this well. Consequently, the well is recommended to serve as a back-up well
rather than being rehabilitated and used in rotation with Buffalo Valley No. 3.
A dedicated transmission line fiom the well(s) to the tank is recommended to provide the
greatest flexibility in the system operation for both present and future needs.

An elevated storage tank on Forest Service lands is recommended as the most reliable and
least expensive option in terms of operation and maintenance for a small system like the
Buffalo Valley Estates.

10)

Level I11 funding of key system improvements should be pursued by the Buffalo Valley
Water District to allow construction in 1998, avoiding additional delays and potential
increased costs due to inflation.

11)

Coordination and permitting efforts should continue with the U.S. Forest Service both for
the new supply well and proposed elevated storage tank.

GENERAL

11. BACKGROUND

A Level I Reconnaissance Study was completed by Jorgensen Engineering in association with
Hinckley Consulting for the Buffalo Valley area in November, 1996. The primary purpose was to
provide the sponsors, the Buffalo Valley Estates Homeowners, information on possible
improvements and related costs to resolve historic water system deficiencies. A key
recommendation of the Level I Study included the siting and drilling of an exploratory well in
conjunction with a WWDC Level I1 program. The Level I1 Study was authorized by the 1997
legislature and represents the primary focus of this report.
LEVEL 11PROJECT OBJECTIVES
The primary objectives of the Level I1 Buffalo Valley Water Supply Study included: 1) the
identification of an exploratory well site based upon results of the Level I reconnaissance study and
additional testing performed on the target Burnt Ridge Moraine aquifer, 2) the drilling and testing
of an exploratory well, and 3) the preparation of a conceptual design and cost estimates for
recommended improvements to the Buffalo Valley Estates system. The conceptual design for this
project also required the analysis of water storage alternatives including the feasibility of permitting
a site on Forest Service lands. The exploratory well was targeted to supply, as a minimum, the
present and hture needs of the Buffalo Valley Water District.
REVIEW OF SERVICE AREA AND WATER DEMANDS
As presented in the Level I report, the primary service area to be served by the Buffalo Valley Estates
water supply system appears to be limited to the lots within the subdivision and several adjacent lots
within the Evergreen Estates subdivision (See Figure 1). The few other privately owned parcels in
the immediate area have developed water supplies that appear to satisfy their foreseeable needs and
the lot owners have expressed no interest in participating in a public water system. Most significant
in terms of water use is the fact that the owners of the Heart Six Guest Ranch, located to the east,
have indicated their desire to maintain their own separate system. Similarly, homes being built in
the Teton Wilderness subdivision, which is located about one mile west of the Buffalo Valley
Estates, continue to develop individual wells as new homes are constructed. Other adjacent small
parcels not a part of any filed subdivision have already developed water supplies and appear to have
little desire to commit additional resources for new water supply systems.
Based upon this conclusion regarding the limits of the likely service area for this system, minimum
water demand projections made in the Level I report of about 25gpm for a maximum total of 37 lots
continue to hold true. As previously discussed, these figures are based primarily on the DEQ default
value of 325 gpd per person for peak day demand and 3 persons average per home which equates
to a total of about 1000 gpd per lot. The DEQ default value of 150 gpd per person was used for
determining average day flow needs. The DEQ peak usage factor assumes limited irrigation but is
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significantly higher than the 6 gpm - pumping rate of the existing well - that the 20 existing homes
within the Buffalo Valley Estates have been limited to over the past several years. The minimum
recommended water supply rates are summarized below:

PEAK DAY (gal per min)
PEAK DAY (gal per day)
AVERAGE DAY (gal per min)
AVERAGE DAY (gal per day)

PRESENT (20 lots)
13.5
20,000

FUTURE (37 lots)
25
36,000

6.5
9,000

11.5
17,000

These values represent minimum target production rates based upon the expected service area and
do not provide safety factors or consideration for down time during peak pumping periods.
Consequently, higher flow rates if available may be desirable for future planning purposes.
WATER SUPPLY OPTIONS
The 1996 Level I project defined, in general terms, the project needs, the envelope of economic and
engineering feasibility, and the hydrogeologically viable water supply options. The feasibility of a
water supply for the area beyond the subdivision (with the possible exception of immediately
adjacent lots) was judged to be low. Only two source options survived the initial hydrogeologic and
engineering screening: 1) the glacial aquifer (Burnt Ridge Moraine) which supplies the current well
(and also the Heart Six Ranch, the Buffalo Valley Cafe, and other nearby private wells); and 2) the
Buffalo Fork alluvium. Such options as a direct surface water diversion fiom the river were ruled
out due to the much higher operation and maintenance costs for treatment relative to a groundwater
source. Development of an alluvial well was judged to be the more expensive of the two
groundwater options, although it could potentially provide far more water. A closer look at the
realistic financial capabilities and future growth potential of the area suggested the balance between
much higher volume and keeping expense to a minimum favored the latter.
FOREST SERVICE PERMITTING
Special Use Permits will be required by the Forest Service for both the proposed supply well and
recommended elevated storage tank. A permit, which expires at the end of 1997, was issued to drill
and test the exploratory well. A new or modified permit will be required to upgrade to a long term
use permit similar to that of the existing Buffalo Valley Well No. 2, which is also located on Forest
Service lands. A special use permit will also be required for the proposed tank site located on a
hillside north of the subdivision on Forest Service lands. There are no accessible private lands of
sufficient elevation to provide adequate pressure. Forest Service representatives have indicated the
critical need to investigate all private land options and to demonstrate valid reasons for the use of
public lands before such a permit would be considered. As of this writing permanent Forest Service
easements are being pursued for both the well and the proposed storage tank site.

111. GROUNDWATER EXPLORATION PROGRAM
BACKGROUND
Potential water supplies for the Buffalo Valley Estates and surrounding development were evaluated
under a Level I program funded by the Wyoming Water Development Commission (WWDC). The
results of that investigation were reported by Jorgensen Engineering and Land Surveying, P.C. in
"Buffalo Valley Level I Water Supply Project Report, Teton County, Wyoming" submitted to the
WWDC November 4, 1996. The Level I study emphasized the limited water supply needs of the
area and concerns that improvement costs would initially be borne by a maximum of only 20
homeowners.
The 1997 Level I1 exploration program was therefore directed at a minimum target supply of
approximately 25 gallons per minute (gpm) in the immediate vicinity of the Buffalo Valley Estates.
Additional consideration was given to relief from water quality difficulties (i.e. sediments and
occasional odor) which were experienced with the existing system.
Exploration began in October of 1996 with a short pump test of a well immediately south of the
subdivision, the "Jordan" well. (see Figure 1 for locations.) Results of this test and related research
indicated that an additional well in the glacial deposits had the potential to meet the design demand
and would be substantially less expensive to connect and easier to maintain than a well in the river
alluvium. These conclusions were based on the judgement that a well in the river alluvium would
have to be some distance beyond the boundaries of the subdivision as evidenced by characteristics
of existing wells and available hydrogeologic research. If there were productive (i.e. permeable)
alluvial deposits adjacent to the subdivision, the wells drilled along the toe of the slope would not
flow, for the aquifer would simply drain off into the river gravels. The Jordan well not only flows
(as did the present Buffalo Valley Estates supply well when first drilled), but appears to have a shutin pressure of 4 or 5 psi. If there were productive alluvial material adjacent to the subdivision, the
Jordan well would not have responded to test pumping by drawing down over 50 feet over its oneday test. Most of the surficial material between the river and the subdivision is mapped by the U.S.
Geological Survey as "swamp deposits". This is consistent with the independent interpretation by
glacial geologists in the area that there was a period of stagnant water in the lower Buffalo Fork
valley as the river was dammed up against glacial ice in the Snake valley. Consistent with this
picture, local driller Jack Weber relates drilling up to several hundred feet of "black muck" directly
across the river from Buffalo Valley Estates.
Results of the late-1996 testing were sufficiently encouraging that the 1997 program began with a
more extensive test of the Jordan well, aimed at refinement of site selection for an exploratory well.
This test consisted of 4 days of pumping at 20 gpm, while monitoring the impacts on water levels
at the two closest wells -- the well at the Givens residence and the existing Buffalo Valley Estates
well (No. 2).

As a result of this preliminary testing program, we concluded that there was a high probability that
sufficient water to meet the district's needs could be obtained from a properly-completed well on
Forest Service land immediately north of the Buffalo Valley county road and east of the subdivision
boundary. To further evaluate the water-production capabilities of the aquifer at this location, an
exploratory well was proposed to and approved by the WWDC.

WELL CONSTRUCTION
The exploration well design was based on review of the construction details of wells in the vicinity
of the selected exploration site, the performance of the existing subdivision supply well (Buffalo
Valley No. 2), and the preliminary test results. A well approximately 100 feet deep was projected
to penetrate the potentially productive portion of the aquifer (or the aquifer in its entirety).
Completion with well screens sized to the sediments encountered during drilling was intended to
control the sediment problems encountered at the existing supply well. Table 1 and Figure 2 present
a summary of the Buffalo Valley No. 3 exploration well.
Well construction began on August 21, 1997. (See Appendix A for a daily chronology of well
drilling and testing activity.) A cable-tool rig was used to drill the well; a top-drive rotary rig
equipped with a pneumatic casing driver was used to place the well screens and pull back the driven
well casing. A static water level approximately at the ground surface was measured with the well
casing open at 20 feet. A static water level approximately 3 feet above the ground surface was
measured with the well casing open at 37 feet. (This zone was ultimately screened for production
in the final well completion.) Following completion, the well flowed 2.8 gpm fiom casing extending
1.8 feet above the ground surface. A static water level approximately 4.0 feet above ground level
is estimated from specific capacity data collected during pump testing.
Mixed glacial materials were encountered throughout the well: sand and gravel lenses finely
interlayered with silt, and sand and gravel in a silt matrix. Cobbles as large as 3 inches in diameter
were recovered from the well; the curvature of large rock fragments recovered suggested cobble
diameters well in excess of this. Based on examination of drill cuttings and periodic measurement
of water production through the open-ended well casing, two zones of increased productivity were
identified: 37 to 51 feet, and 56 to 62 feet. The lower of these two zones was the only material
encountered by the well which was free of a substantial silt fraction; it consisted of fine to very-fine
sand. The upper zone was the more productive of the two, but included significant silt intermixed
with sand and gravel. Appendix B provides detailed descriptions of the materials encountered.
Below 70 feet, no significant water production was encountered. The material penetrated consisted
entirely of gravel and cobbles in a very tight fine sand and silt matrix, i.e. glacial till. The minor
water production which was observed fiom this interval was accompanied by threads of oily silt.
In consideration of the potentially deleterious impact of this zone on the quality of water produced
from the well, the well was sealed with bentonite from 70 feet to the total depth of 93 feet.
Based on the materials recovered from this well, the interpretation of the driller's log from the
Buffalo Valley Well No. 2 has been revised. Rather than a bedrock depth of 67 feet as suggested in

FIGURE 2
EXPLORATION WELL DIAGRAM
BUFFALO VALLEY WELL NO. 3
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Table 1
Buffalo Valley Well No. 3
WELL SUMMARY
Owner: Wyoming Water Development Commission
Herschler Office Building
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82002
Wyoming State Engineer Permit Number: UW 106717
Location: Twp 45 N, Rng 113 W, Sec. 21, SW 114, SE 114, NE 114
Surface Elevation: 6629.60 MSL
Total Borehole Depth: 93 feet
Total Completed Well Depth: 70 feet
Static Water Level: 4.0 ft. above ground level (est.)
Free Flow: 2.8 gpm (fiom casing, 1.8 A. above ground level)
Pumping Water Level: 3 1 feet (after 38 gpm for 4 days)
Formation: Burnt Ridge Moraine (glacial deposits)
Hole Diameter:

0 - 5 ft. 14 inches
5 - 20 ft.
12 inches
20 - 93 ft.
8 inches

Casing:

0-368.

8 inch I.D., .32 inch wall, steel

Cement:

0 - 20 ft.

Neet Portland Cement (installed by tremie pipe)

Construction Period: August 21 - 25, 1997; September 17 - 28, 1997
Testing Period: October 5 - 11, 1997
Engineering: Jorgensen Engineering and Land Surveying, P.C. (Jackson, WY)
Hydrogeology: Hinckley Consulting (Laramie, WY)
Drilling and Testing Subcontractor: Weber Drilling (Jackson, WY)

our 1996 report, it appears that glacial materials at that site may extend to a depth in excess of 150
feet. Detailed examination of well cuttings from Buffalo Valley Well No. 3 suggests the general
latitude with which the cursory lithologic logs available for other wells in the area should be
interpreted.
Selected samples from the well were sieved to determine the size gradation (see Appendix C) to aid
in screen design. Examination during drilling of various types of samples recovered from the well
demonstrated that much of the sand and gravel fraction consisted of rock fragments created during
drilling, and that much of the silt fraction in the samples submitted for sieve analysis may have been
washed away in the process of sampling. Accordingly, the sieve analysis was used with discretion
in screen design and a conservative mix of 10-slot and 12-slot screens were selected. ("10-slot"
denotes screen openings of 0.0 10 inches.)
Following sealing the lower portion of the borehole and emplacement of well screens, the well was
developed using compressed air lift pumping, air jetting, and well swabbing. Due to the high silt
content of the aquifer and the fine slot size of the screens, creation of a natural filter pack around the
well took a long time. By the termination of development operations, however, the well discharge
had cleared from millqlsandy to only a few individual fine sand grains in a 5-gallon bucket of clear
water. Even under aggressive pumping (up to 50 gpm) during the subsequent pump test, no
significant sediment production was observed.
Given the apparent success of the exploration well in producing an adequate supply of sediment-free
water, additional work to rehabilitate the Buffalo Valley No. 2 well is no longer recommended.
Rather, retention of the well in an operational, back-up condition would be its most cost-effective
use. If, at a future time, interest in substantial use of the No. 2 well develops, geophysical logs of
natural gamma and neutron density of both the No. 3 and No. 2 wells could be obtained to correlate
stratigraphic conditions (approximate cost $1200). Given comparable logs, one could seek to
recomplete the No. 2 well in a similar manner as the No. 3 well with a reasonable expectation of
success.

PUMP TESTING
Overview
Pump testing of the Buffalo Valley Well No. 3 was initiated on October 4, 1997. The test pump had
been placed with an intake depth of 52 feet in the production well. Automatic, transducer-equipped
dataloggers were installed in the production well (Buffalo Valley Well No. 3) and in the three nearest
wells, which served as additional observation points. The geometry of the test observation points
is summarized in Table 2. Water level observations over the course of the test are presented
graphically on Figure 3.
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Figure 3 Pump Test Summary
Buffalo Valley Well No. 3
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Summary of Pump Test Observation Points

Well

Radius
(ft)

Depth

Reference
Point Elev.
(MSL)

Buffalo
Valley
No. 3

0.33

70

683 1.40

Jordan

200

66

6815.44

66(open
ended
casing)

flowing 7.4
gpm

Givens

300

30

6839.19

30 (open
ended
casing)

5.25 ft.

Buffalo
Valley
No. 2

405

130

6833.70

31-33
65-66
143-151

approx. 10 ft
(pumping
water level
approx. 22

Open
Intervals
37-51
56-62

Static Water
Level
flowing 2.8
gpm

ft.1

Comments

Production well

existing supply
well, pumped
approx. 6 gpm
continuously
during test

Testing began with one day of baseline monitoring at the observation wells. The Buffalo Valley
Well No. 2 was set to continuous operation to eliminate the impact of pump on-off cycles over the
course of the test. This well discharges approximately 6 gpm. (Because discharge from this well
is to a storage tank 240 feet uphill, the discharge is little affected by the relatively minor drawdown
effects in the well.) The Givens well was not used over the course of the test. Although reduction
of flow and eventual measurable drawdown were anticipated in the Jordan well, the impact of testing
was only to reduce the well flow.
The first step test was conducted at a discharge rate of 10.7 gpm. Subtraction of the free flow of the
production well (2.8 gpm) yields an effective test discharge rate of 7.9 gprn (i.e. the discharge of the
well was increased by 7.9 gpm with initiation of pumping). The drawdown due to this test is
apparent at the upper right comer of Figure 3 as a drawdown of approximately 4 feet in the test well
and of approximately 6 inches in the Given well, with a slight time lag.
Maintenance of constant baseline discharge from Buffalo Valley Well No. 2 was fi-ustrated by an
area-wide power outage. This shows up on Figure 3 as an upward spike in the water level for that
well between 60 and 400 minutes.
Step testing of the Buffalo Valley No. 3 well at successively higher discharge rates began on October
5 (approximately 1050 minutes on Figure 3). Drawdown, and even minor recovery spikes, was
observed at the Givens well over the course of the step tests. The last step was conducted at 50 gprn

and was followed without recovery by initiation of the long-term discharge test at 40 gpm. The
reduction in discharge is observed as a short, upward spike on Figure 3. Recovery of water levels
began with the end of pumping on October 9 and was monitored until the termination of water level
observations on October 1 1. Figure 3 shows the commensurate recovery of the Givens and Buffalo
Valley No. 2 water levels.
The short-duration fluctuations in water level in the Buffalo Valley No. 2 well over the course of
testing do not appear to be related to activity at the test well. The water level trace fiom the No. 2
well contrasts markedly with the smooth trace of water levels in both the No. 3 well and the Givens
well. Considering the recuning problems with sediment production fiom the No. 2 well, the periodic
clogging and clearing of perforations in the well may explain the erratic water levels.
Step Tests
Table 3 summarizes the results of the step testing of Buffalo Valley Well No. 3. Drawdown
measurements are plotted on Figure 4. Discharge values in the table are expressed in terms of the
increase in discharge over the pre-test flow of 2.8 gpm. This procedure assumes the aquifer was in
approximately equilibrium with the fiee flow discharge which had been present since completion
of the well 14 days previously. (While not strictly correct, this assumption is valid over the relatively
short time scale of the step tests.)
Table 3

- Step Test Summary

Discharge Rate
(p~m)

Drawdown at 34
min. (A)

Specific
Capacity
(gpm/ft)

Discharge
Duration (min)

Total Drawdown
(A)

7.9

3.86

2.05

34

3.86

16.5

7.98

2.07

41

8.3 1

26.4

1 3.46

1.96

48

14.31

49

22.26

2.20

84

25.19

The consistency of the specific capacity values between the four steps indicates a highly efficient
well, i.e. there appears to be relatively little resistance to water entry into the well, even at the higher
discharge rates. (The slightly higher specific capacity at the "50 gpm" step may be the result of
minor additional well development.)
Constant-Discharge Test
The step tests conducted on October 5 were immediately followed by a period of constant discharge
at a rate of 38 gpm (1200 to 7500 minutes on Figure 4). Figure 5 presents the water level
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Figure 4 Step Tests
Buffalo Valley Well No. 3
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observations at Buffalo Valley Well No. 3 and at the two observation wells in which drawdown was
observed. (At the third observation well, the Jordan well, no drawdown was experienced. The well
continued to flow at the surface throughout the test, albeit at a declining rate.) Figure 5 is based on
drawdown from an initial condition rather than depth to water. For the Buffalo Valley Well No. 2,
for example, the initial condition (drawdown = 0) is taken as the pumping water level in the well.
The Givens well began the constant-discharge test with approximately 2 feet of residual drawdown
from the preceding step tests.
At both the No. 3 well and the Givens well, the initial rate of drawdown (0 to 800 minutes)
demonstrate an effective aquifer transmissivity (T) of approximately 1400 gallons per day per foot
(gpdlft). This is indicated by the linear plot of water level observations through this time period.
(The time scale of this plot is logarithmic.) The slope of the reference lines provided on Figure 5
are different for the 52 gpm (0 to 80 minutes) and 38 gpm (beyond 80 minutes) portions of the
Buffalo Valley No. 3 plot due to the different discharge rates; the indicated transmissivities are
approximately the same.
Drawdown observations from the later portion of the pump test demonstrate an effective
transmissivity of approximately 3800 gpdft. This is true of the production well and of both the
observation wells. Whether this change in effective transmissivity is the result of an increase in
aquifer transmissivity in the area some distance from these wells or the result of drainage of adjacent
strata into the main water-producing zone (including, ultimately, recharge from the surface) is not
clear. The surface drainage adjacent to the production well (see Figure 1 for location) was flowing
approximately 30 gprn throughout the test and the entire area had been subject to relatively high
groundwater levels due to an unusually wet spring and summer.
Recovery data for the well pumping test are presented on Figure 6. A reference line is included, the
slope of which indicates an effective aquifer transmissivity of 1200 gpdft. The slope of the
reference line is approximately the same as that of the data for both the Buffalo Valley No. 3 well
and the Givens well. As with the drawdown data (Figure 5), the recovery data from the Buffalo
Valley No. 2 well suggest a much higher effective transmissivity, perhaps as a result of induced
recharge from overlying strata. (The time axis on Figure 6 is the recovery time divided by the total
time since pumping began. This dimensionless time parameter provides a theoretical adjustment in
the recovery data for the effects of the preceding pumping period.)
That the Buffalo Valley Well No. 3 flows from the well casing approximately 2 feet above the
ground surface demonstrates that surface water is not normally infiltrating in the immediate vicinity
of the well. However, projection of the estimated shut-in head on the well (approximately 4.0 feet
above local ground surface) up hill indicates that recharge could occur within a distance of 150 feet.
Also, once the drawdown effects of well pumping spread out into the aquifer, recharge fiom
overlying strata, including those in contact with the surface in the immediate vicinity of the well may
be induced. The presence of a cement well seal to a depth of 20 feet, and the depth of the fxst well
screens at 37 feet preclude the direct entry of surface water into the well. Contamination fiom
surface sources is highly unlikely under these conditions.

Figure 5
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Figure 6 Recovery Data
Buffalo Valley Well No. 3 (Q = 38 gpm)
time (recoveryltotal)
100

Long-term Production
Projection of the early-time drawdown measurements provides a conservative estimate of the longterm production potential of the Buffalo Valley Well No. 3. Assuming the higher effective
transmissivities of the later portions of the test are the result of drainage from adjacent strata and,
ultimately, the surface, projection of the early-time data approximates a condition of zero drainage
or recharge and ignores any potential benefits of increases in aquifer transmissivity within the area
affected by the well. Figure 7 presents such projections over a time period of 100 days (the period
over which the well is likely to be subject to sustained pumping) at the minimum target discharge
rate of 20 gpm. This projection is based on no change in specific capacity as a function of discharge
rate (see step test discussion above). Thus, the drawdown at 20 gpm is calculated as 53% of the
drawdown which was observed at 38 gpm.
The 100-day projected drawdown in the Buffalo Valley Well No. 3 is 21 feet. This is based on a 5day pump test in an aquifer type in which transmissivities may change dramatically over the larger
area impacted by long-term pumping. However, an additional 16 feet of drawdown could be
accommodated before the operational criterion of keeping the pumping water level above the well
screens would be violated. Thus, there is a considerable margin for error in the long-term
projections.
Evidence against a dramatic decrease in effective aquifer transmissivity under long-term production
is provided by the nearby Jordan well. This well has flowed freely at the surface at rates from 5 to
7 gpm ever since its completion in 1988. Sustained production from the Buffalo Valley Well No.
3 is likely to capture this discharge before creating an additional long-term draw upon the aquifer.
It is desirable, but by no means critical, to maintain the pumping water level above the well screens.
This protects the screens fiom cycles of submergence and exposure to the atmosphere with attendant
potential mineral encrustation and bacterial growth. Although the specific capacity of the well (gpm
per foot of drawdown) would be reduced with pumping water levels below the top of the well
screens, an additional 10 feet of drawdown could likely be accommodated without major
productivity impacts. An initial pump setting of approximately 36 feet is recommended to ensure
maximum motor cooling, but a deeper setting could be established if necessary under low
groundwater-table conditions.
Projections to 100 days are presented on Figure 7, but projection to 1000 days (3 years) would only
add another 3 or 4 feet under the idealized conditions of these plots. In practice, such idealized
conditions are unlikely to pertain. Pumping at sustained high rates is unlikely for more than a few
months. Annual recharge is provided by winter snowmelt as well as spring and summer rainfall
uphill fiom these wells. Thus, the system is essentially re-set each year.
Years of sub-normal precipitation may preclude the additional groundwater input fiom drainage or
recharge induced by well pumping as suggested on Figure 5, but the aquifer will experience some
measure of re-filling in all but the most extreme years. Annual demands for the water system service
are estimated at approximately 5 million gallons. Given an aquifer water content of 10% (the other
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Figure 7 Long-term Drawdown Projections
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90% is rock material), 5 million gallons represents drainage of 19 feet of the aquifer over a 600-ft.
radius from the well. In practice, aquifer drainage will take place over a much larger area, with
drawdown decreasing with distance from the well.
Both of the two previous Buffalo Valley Estates subdivision supply wells began with favorable
production only to experience reduced yields with time. While this may be due to poor completion
designs, the performance of the Buffalo Valley Well No. 3 should be monitored periodically for
evidence of deterioration in either quality or quantity. The common experience of other wells in the
area has been that initially flowing conditions do not persist under sustained use. This should be
expected for the Buffalo Valley Well No. 3 as well.
Well Interference
As indicated on Figures 3 and 5, neighboring wells experienced additional drawdown as a result of
the test pumping of Buffalo Valley Well No. 3. Figure 7 includes projection of this "interference"
drawdown for the Buffalo Valley Well No. 2 and the Givens well under the same conservative
assumptions discussed above.
In the case of the existing subdivision supply well (Buffalo Valley Well No. 2), drawdown
interference appears unlikely to significantly impact well production. This well is currently equipped
to pump 6 gpm, which produces drawdown of approximately 12 feet. Addition of two to three feet
of interference drawdown would leave the pumping water level well above the perforations in the
well and would not reduce the production rate noticeably. There is no evidence in these test data that
both of the Buffalo Valley wells could not be pumped satisfactorily either in unison or in some sort
of rotation.
Due to the relatively shallow completion of the Givens well, it is likely to experience a significant
impact fiom sustained production of the Buffalo Valley Well No. 3. As presented on the data
figures, the response of this well to pumping at Buffalo Valley No. 3 is almost immediate, and is
measurable even with a discharge rate of only 10 gpm. The Givens well was drawn down 16 feet
over the course of the pump test. Long-tenn drawdown projections at the sustained design pumping
rate suggest a similar degree of interference.
The Givens well is 30 feet deep and receives water through the open bottom of the well casing. As
measured in August of 1996, the well had 27 feet of available drawdown (the distance fiom the static
water level to the bottom of the well). A short pump test of this well in August, 1996 measured a
discharge of 11.8 gpm, although it appeared this rate could not be sustained for more than a couple
of hours.
Drawdown interference fiom the Buffalo Valley Well No. 3 could reduce the available drawdown
in the Givens well to approximately 10 feet. A simple ratio of production to available drawdown
indicates reduction of the short-term production rate of the well to approximately 4 gpm given
sustained production at the Buffalo Valley Well No. 3 of the full design discharge. Of course, the
time at which 111, sustained production fiom the Buffalo Valley Well No. 3 is achieved, with the
commensurate impact on neighboring wells, is unknown, but may be many years in the future.

The fiee flow of the Jordan well was measured at 7.4 gpm immediately before the initiation of pump
testing at Buffalo Valley Well No. 3. Following slightly more than two days of pumping at the test
well, the flow of the Jordan well had been reduced to 2.7 gpm. The well was still flowing at the
termination of the pump test. Considering that water enters this well through the open end of the
well casing at 66 feet, it is highly unlikely that sustained pumping at the Buffalo Valley Well No.
3 could significantly impact the productivity of the Jordan well. As discussed above, it is likely that
the surface flow of this well would be eliminated by sustained production at the Buffalo Valley No.
3 well. However, the Jordan well would require installation of a pump to provide water system
pressure in any case.
Finally, due to the relatively large drawdown impact observed at the Givens well, the water level in
the domestic well owned by Walt Kom was also assessed. This well is approximately 700 feet west
of the Buffalo Valley Well No. 3. Following just over 2 days of production at Buffalo Valley Well
No. 3, the static water level in the Kom well was measured at 11.80 feet below the top of the well
casing. This was approximately the same as the static water level measured in August of 1996. (It
is difficult to measure a true static water level in this poorly productive well because it is nearly
always either being drawn down by its own pumping or recovering from the previous pumping
period.) An additional depth-to-water measurement of 9.63 ft. was made on 11120197 following a
long period of non-use.
GROUNDWATER QUALITY
Laboratory analyses of water quality parameters are provided in Appendix D. Select parameters and
comparison to the nearby Jordan and Buffalo Valley No. 2 wells are presented in Table 4. (See the
1996 Level I report for additional area groundwater analyses.)
As expected, groundwater fiom each of these wells is similar. The Buffalo Valley No. 3 well water
may be somewhat less mineralized overall. The groundwater fiom this facility is well within EPA
primary and secondary drinking water standards for all chemical constituents tested.
The sodium levels in this well are less than one half those in the current Buffalo Valley supply well,
although both are well within drinking water standards. Sulfate levels in the new well (Buffalo
Valley No. 3) are higher than in the existing well (Buffalo Valley No. 2), but again well below
drinking water limits. The dissolved iron content was measured at .14 and .15 mg/l, one half the
level found in the Jordan well. The Jordan well concentration was slightly above the EPA drinking
water standard, as was that of the Givens well (.36 mgll; see 1996 report), suggesting that the iron
content of the Buffalo Valley Well No. 3 may increase somewhat under long-term use. However,
this is a secondary, aesthetic standard rather than one which is health-based.
Neither nitrates nor coliform bacteria were detected in the water fiom Buffalo Valley No. 3. These
are the two most common indicators of contamination from surface fecal sources, either fiom
wildlife, stock, or domestic septic system discharge.

The detection of iron bacteria in the well contrasts with non-detect analyses of samples taken from
the Buffalo Valley No. 2, Gamick, Jordan, and Riniker wells in 1996. However, those samples were
taken in response to common reports of bacterial clogging of wells in this area, so the detection in
the Buffalo Valley No. 3 well is not surprising. Such bacteria are relatively common and do not
present a health concern. The impact of bacterial colonies in reducing well performance through
restriction of well screens is reported to have been successfully treated in local, private wells through
periodic shock chlorination. These bacteria are believed to be normal residents of the aquifer in this
area rather than a function of well-construction contamination. Thus, control of bacterial growth is
likely to produce better long-term results than attempts to completely eliminate the bacterial sources.
Table 5 presents the supplemental water quality measurements taken during well construction and
testing. As above, these data support the conclusion that groundwater quality is fairly consistent both
over time and between the various wells in the immediate area.

In addition to the possible screen-restricting effect of iron bacteria, there is potential for concern with
the slight hydrogen sulphide odor present in freshly sampled well discharge. At the lower discharge
rates of the step tests, this odor was present only during the initial minutes of pumping, but at the 40
and 50 gpm discharge rates, the odor was present throughout the tests. The odor quickly dissipates
upon exposure to the atmosphere. It presents no health or maintenance concern, but may continue
to be aesthetically objectionable.
The absence of hydrogen sulfide odor fiom the two closest existing wells, Jordan and Givens,
suggests that sustained production from the Buffalo Valley Well No. 3 may eventually vent this
aquifer gas, without a recurring problem. The production zone for the Jordan well is nearly 30 feet
deeper than the main production zone in the Buffalo Valley Well No. 3. Presumably, the deeper
aquifer zones are more likely to retain aquifer gases. Thus, the absence of odor fiom the Jordan well
is encouraging, as is the reduction in the sulphate concentration between the midway and fmal water
samples from the Buffalo Valley No. 3 well.
The existing subdivision supply well (Buffalo Valley No. 2) experiences problems with both
hydrogen sulfide and silt production. While the odor problem is present to some degree in the new
well, there is reason to hope it may be reduced with time, as discussed above. The sediment problem
appears to have been controlled through the use of fine-slot well screens (.010 =d .O12-inch
openings) in the new well. (The existing supply well was completed with a combination of saw slots
and mechanical perforations.)

Table 4
Groundwater ~ u a l i t ~ 'Laboratory Analyses (mgll except as noted)

-

EPA
Standard

Buffalo Valley Well No. 3

Buffalo Valley Well
No. 22

Jordan well

7/89

8/96

8/96

Sample Date

1016197 midway

1019197 final

field cond.

430

450

460

480

lab cond.

518

52 1

542

490

292

287

338

343

hardness

242

205

191

alkalinity

272

290

318

TDS

500

pH

8.22

7.01

7.95

7.88

Calcium

77.8

72.0

59.0

52.1

Magnesium

18.1

15.0

14.2

14.9

14.5

14.3

32.7

52.6

2.6

2.4

2.6

3.2

Sodium

250

Potassium

45

Sulfate

250

18.0

9

3.7

1.7

Chloride

250

<1.O

<0.10

2.4

2.8

333

332

<.lo

<. 10

0.17

0.3 1

0.39

0.42

absent

absent

Bicarbonate
Fluoride

1.4

.29

0.80

Nitrite + Nitrate as N

10.0

<0.10

<O. 1

Iron (dissolved)

.3

.15

.14

Iron (total)
positive3

Iron Bacteria

600 CFUIml

Heterotrophic Plate
Count
negative

negative

5 pCi/l
combined

<0.2 pCill

<0.2 pCi/l

<1.O pCi/l

<1 .O pCi/l

.02

.002

<.0003

colifom
radium-226
radium-228
uranium

positive

Notes: 1 - See full laboratory sheets in Appendix D; analyses are included for an additional 131 constituents
which were not present at detection limits.
2 - Well No. 2 additional analyses (7120189 sample): gross alpha - 0 pCi/l; gross beta - 1.6 pCi/l; arsenic <0.004; barium - <0.1; cadmium - <0.002; chromium - 0.015; lead - <0.02; mercury - <.0004; selenium - <.00 1;
silver - <0.02; total petroleum hydrocarbons - <0.5. Filed with SEO Statement of Completion: non-detect for
endrin, lindane, methoxycholor, toxaphene, 2,4-D, 2,4,5-TP.
3 - "Deep seated anaerobic flora with aerobic Iron Related Bacteria" (Energy Labs analysis note)

Table 5 - Buffalo Valley Well No. 3
Groundwater Quality - Supplemental Field Data
date

time

pH

conductivity temperature
(urnhoslcm) (9)

1015197 07:04

mod. H2S odor; start of 10 gpm test

07:08

sli. H2S odor

07:14

tr. H2S odor

08:26 8.0

450

43

sli. H2S odor; start of 20 gpm test

08:35

tr. H2S odor

10:08

mod. H2S odor; start of 50 gpm test

10:19 7.8

440

45

sli. H2S odor, sli. Fe taste, tr. fine sand

18:39 8.2

450

45

sli. H2S odor

7.9

430

42

mod. H2S odor

18:35 7.9

450

45

mod. H2S odor

11:42 7.7

450

45

mod. H2S odor

1016197 07:ll

1017197

notes

The only potential concern with groundwater quality which has been identified is the slight hydrogen
sulphide odor present in freshly sampled well discharge. At the lower discharge rates of the step
tests, this odor was present only during the initial minutes of pumping, but at the 40 and 50 gprn
discharge rates, the odor was present throughout the tests. The odor quickly dissipates upon
exposure to the atmosphere. It presents no health or maintenance concerns, but may continue to be
aesthetically objectionable.
The absence of hydrogen sulfide odor from the two closest existing wells, Jordan and Givens,
suggests that sustained production from the Buffalo Valley Well No. 3 may eventually vent this
aquifer gas, without a recurring problem. The production zone for the Jordan well is nearly 30 feet
deeper than the main production zone in the Buffalo Valley Well No. 3. Presumably, the deeper
aquifer zones are more likely to retain aquifer gases. Thus, the absence of odor from the Jordan well
is encouraging.
The existing subdivision supply well experiences problems with both hydrogen sulfide and silt
production. While the odor problem is present to some degree in the new well, there is reason to
hope it may be reduced with time, as discussed above. The sediment problem appears to have been
controlled through the use of fine-slot well screens in the new well. (The existing well was
completed with a combination of saw slots and mechanical perforations.)

IV. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM
With the apparent successll development of an exploratory well in the local glacial deposits
adjacent to the Buffalo Valley Estates subdivision, the primary design consideration for the water
supply system focuses on sizing of the well pump and engineering of the chlorination facilities. As
previously discussed in the Level I report, chlorination capability is required of all ground water
supply systems but will not likely be mandated until the year 2002 (possibly sooner if bacteria is
found in a test sample). Chlorination may also prove helpll to oxidize (and therefore help eliminate)
the hydrogen sulfide gas that has been observed in the new exploratory well.
Based upon the recent extended (four plus days) pump test, the new well appears capable of
sustaining flow rates of 30 gpm (without causing excessive drawdown in the supply well and
adjacent wells). The available drawdown is about 36 feet (based upon the depth of the first screen
section), providing some flexibility at the 30 gpm flow rate to account for seasonal and annual
variations in the aquifer. In addition, a 40 gpm pumping capacity would provide reasonable tank
replenishment and the ability to run the well for a shorter duration. Based upon projected peak day
demands for the current 20 homes, the well would only need to run about 11 hours a day. At the
projected build-out, this would be increased to about 20 hours per day during the summer peak.
After observing the fine grained materials associated with drill cuttings fiom the exploratory well
- which presumably supplies water to the existing Buffalo Valley Well No.2 - there appears to be

little to be gained in sealing off the lower existing well section as suggested in the Level I study. It
is likely that much of the sediment problem in this well originates &omthe large openings associated
with the saw cuts and perforations. This problem has been significantly minimized with the use of
fine slot screens in the new well. Consequently, no improvements are suggested for the older well.
Rather it is recommended to remain in operation as a standby source to be manually activated in the
event that the main well had to be taken out of service.
Two types of chlorination systems are typical for small water system such as Buffalo Valley. A
solution feed sodium hypochlorite system has been used with success on smaller systems, avoiding
the hazards and concerns for gas systems. A premixed solution is metered into the main supply line
to maintain a desirable free residual of about 0.5 mg/l. Hypochlorite systems are generally used with
smaller system due the volume of chlorine solution required to maintain a constant residual. Based
upon a 10Y0sodium hypochlorite solution and average day demand of about 17,000 gpd and minimal
chlorine demand in the raw water, approximately 0.1 gallons of hypochlorite would be required per
day. A 50 gallon supply would therefore last about 16 months.
Gas chlorination is also a commonly used system for small water supplies. Although gas systems
require special safety precautions because of the toxic chlorine gas and can be slightly more
expensive initially, they typically involve less complicated equipment and require less maintenance.
A single150 lb chlorine gas cylinder would provide a 0.5 mgfl residual at an average day flow of
17,000 gpd for over 5% years.

Because of the pressures involved and small overall demand, a solution feed hypochlorite system
is proposed. The chlorination system, which would primarily consist of a 50 gallon storage reservoir
and a chemical feed pump, would be located in a small (5 ft by 5 A) heated building adjacent to the
existing flow meter vault on lot 18. There is presently a 20 foot wide water line easement along the
south boundary of this property. Power and a connection to the telemetry line to the storage tank are
both available in this location. Introduction of the chlorine in this location would also provide
disinfection before any service connections and be suitable for both the main and backup water
supply wells.
TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
As discussed in the Level I report, use of a dedicated supply line from the well to the storage tank
maximizes system options. The primary advantages include:

-

provide chlorine contact to maximize disinfection.

-

allow any sediments associated with the well water to settle out before being
introduced into the system.
provide flexibility to be used, in part, as a distribution line in the fbture.
allows use of pressure reducing valves to create a high and low pressure zone.

- allow dissipation of dissolved hydrogen sulfide gas.
-

However a dedicated line would add considerable cost and difficulty - given the narrow easements
available and potential conflicts with existing lines - to the proposed construction. Also, pump tests
show that the sediment does not appear to be the problem once anticipated. In addition, the H2S is
expected to be neutralized with chlorine if it persists under sustained use.
Based upon this information, both alternatives will be evaluated - with and without the dedicated
supply line - to determine budgets for fbture improvements.
The transmission line, for either alternative, would be a minimum of a 4 inch pressure rated PVC.
This size line, because of its wide use, is not much more expensive (and often less expensive) than
less common smaller sized lines (i.e., 2 % and 3 inch). The 4 inch line can accommodate flows as
high as 250 gpm and will also create less headloss than a smaller sized line for the supply pump.
STORAGE TANK
One of the key components requiring upgrade within the existing Buffalo Valley system is the
storage tank which is presently a buried 6000 gallon steel tank. The three principal issues relative
to the storage system include the 1) size, 2) construction material, and 3) location.
As presented in the Level I report, a minimum size tank of 20,000 gallons was recommended. This
size was based upon the projected average day flow of about 17,000 gpd. DEQ standards require
the equivalent of the average day flow in storage for systems with two wells (this assumes continued
use of well # 2 as a backup water supply). The 20,000 gallon size can also be accommodated with
one of the standard pre-fabricated fiberglass tank designs.

The Level I report also discussed the use of an 80,000 gallon tank which in addition to the average
day flow of 20,000 gallons provided an additional 60,000 gallons for fire flow (500 gpm for 2 hours).
This tank size would most likely involve a concrete design given the size limitations of fiberglass
tanks. General dimensions would be 40 feet long with a 10 foot overall diameter (See Appendix F
for detailed tank dimensions).
A third tank alternative discussed since the preparation of the Level I report would involve a 40,000
gallon size. This size would provide some additional operational and emergency storage volume,
particularly in light of the high incidence of power outages reported in the Buffalo Valley area. This
size tank could be either concrete or two fiberglass tanks piped together. The fiberglass tanks have
a lower cost projection but would require additional piping and valving at the tank site.

A key consideration in the water storage system is the location of the tank. The Level I report
discusses the advantage of an elevated design on Forest Service property. The ideal plan would be
to provide a site at an elevation of about 7157 feet to have static operating pressures of about 40 psi
at the highest lots in the subdivision. This option eliminates the need for a costly and high
maintenance booster pump station. There are no accessible private lands of adequate elevation to
be used for a storage tank site.
A proposed site on Forest Service land approximately 600 feet north of the Buffalo Valley Estates
subdivision has been suggested for consideration. The proposed site appears feasible fiom a
technical standpoint, being located in a clearing on a side slope less than 20% grade. Unlike the
existing tank site (which is presently located in a 20 by 100 foot easement in a heavily treed area
within the existing subdivision), the proposed Forest Service site would require the removal of few
if any mature trees.
The higher tank site would however require a close examination of the piping in the lower portion
of the system to insure that it could operate with static pressures as high 145 psi. In addition, many
(approximately 13) of the lower service connections would also need to be analyzed and possibly
upgraded. Pressure regulating valves would likely be required on these services to keep in-house
pressures at a more reasonable 80 psi or less. An additional 600 feet of new transmission line would
also be required to reach the proposed tank site.
RECOMMENDED ALTERNATIVE
Figure 8 illustrates the recommended alternative for the project. This includes the 80,000 gallon
buried concrete tank on a Forest Service site and dedicated supply line. This represents the most
costly alternative but provides the Buffalo Valley homeowners with the greatest degree of flexibility.
This is presented as Alternative "A". (A larger scale version of Figure 8 is included in the attached
plastic folder.)
Recognizing the severe limitation in terms of financing capabilities and small user base, several
lower cost alternatives are also presented. These include options without a dedicated transmission
line and options which use a smaller fiberglass tank; two of the more significant cost items in the
project. Each of the alternatives is considered feasible fiom an engineering perspective but limit
hture options and the ability for expansion. An option involving the use of the existing tank site and
a booster pump station is also included. A summary of the options considered appears in Table 6.
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Table 6
BUFFALO VALLEY ESTATES
ALTERNATIVES MATRIX

OPTION

TANK LOCATION

TANK SIZEITYPE

A
(Recommended)
B- 1

FOREST SERVICE
FOREST SERVICE

B-2

FOREST SERVICE

C- 1

FOREST SERVICE

C-2

FOREST SERVICE

D*

PRIVATE

80,000 GALLON
CONCRETE
40,000 GALLON
2-FIBERGLASS
40,000 GALLON
2-FIBERGLASS
20,000 GALLON
FIBERGLASS
20,000 GALLON
FIBERGLASS
20,000 GALLON
FIBERGLASS

*

DEDICATED
TRANSMISSION LINE
YES
YES
NO
YES
NO
NO

A Booster Pump Station is assumed for Alternative D to provide adequate pressure for the
upper lots.

V. COST ESTIMATES AND USER FEE ANALYSIS
CONSTRUCTION COST ESTIMATES
Cost estimates are presented for six separate improvement options in Tables 7 through 12. The
estimates are based upon the alternatives described in Table 6. All estimates are presented in the
same format used in the Level I Study which is based upon WWDC parameters.
The main project components are described by each of the identified budget line items. Construction
costs are generally grouped by supply, transmission, and storage. Each of the cost estimates includes
allowances for the initial engineering and permitting, construction phase administration and
engineering, and a 15 per cent overall contingency. The primary intent is to provide an overall
project budget for planning and financing purposes. Actual costs incurred by the Buffalo Valley
Water District will be determined once construction is completed.
At the bottom of each cost sheet are estimates of the required grant and loan funding assuming full
utilization of the proposed budget with contingencies. Two funding scenarios are provided based
upon current policies established by the WWDC. The first assumes a 60% grant and 40% loan with
a 30 year term and 7.25% annual interest rate. This is based upon the most recent funding policy
used for new WWDC projects but assumes use of the maximum 30 year term to help reduce annual
costs.
The second assumes a 67% grant and 33% loan again with a 30 year term and 7.25% annual interest
rate. Several preliminary discussions have taken place with the WWDC about the fact that the
Buffalo Valley project began before the more recent funding policy was adopted and as a result may
be eligible for some special consideration. The second funding alternative is based upon the same
loan interest rate but utilizes a higher grant portion. A 30 year term is again assumed to minimize
annual payments
USER FEE ANALYSIS
Based upon the two funding alternatives, annual dept service payments were calculated to cover the
entire project costs. These figures were then imported into the User Fee Analysis presented in Table
13 which were then used to determine the debt service portion of the monthly water bill (Lines 4 and
6). Added to the debt service is a figure for annual operation and maintenance to determine the total
monthly fee required of each user. The operation and maintenance estimate also includes a nominal
figure for a reserve fund to insure proper repairs can be made to the WWDC funded improvements
throughout their entire economic life.
A key element for the Buffalo Valley Water District financial analysis is the fact that all costs must
initially be distributed among a total of only 20 property owners. Consequently, monthly fees in
excess of $100 are required to cover costs of the recommended (and most ambitious) improvement
option. Even the least expensive option involves total monthly fees of at least $65 per month.
Monthly fees are also shown for a total of 30 users. Based upon current rates of growth in the area,

a total of 30 homes is seen as the maximum build-out over the next fifteen years (approximate annual
growth of 2.7 percent). The monthly rate based upon 30 homes estimates the anticipated user fees
halfway through the 30 year term.
ALTERNATIVE FUNDING SOURCES
Other forms of financing are similarly very limited for the Buffalo Valley Water District.
Preliminary estimates of the assessed valuation for the water district are in the range of $450,000
which severely limit the bonding and taxing authority. Also, median income levels for the Jackson
area are higher than the state averages, eliminating the possibility of the more favorable terms or
grants with the federal Rural Utility Service (RUS). The RUS currently provides loans at a market
rate of about six percent (6%) for up to 40 years, however, interest rates change quarterly.
The Wyoming State Land and Farm Loan Office also provides grants up to 50 percent of the project
costs and loans at the same interest rates as the WWDC (7.25%). This agency is often used as a
source of funding for water system components that are not eligible under the WWDC program.

I

TABLE 7

BUFFALO VALLEY WATER SUPPLY PROJECT
CONSTRUCTION COST ESTIMATE
RECOMMENDED ALTERNATIVE OPTION " A

--

80,000 GAL STORAGE, DEDICATED TRANSMISSION LINE, FILL HYDRANTS
REMARKS
1 ENGINEERING / LEGAL
ESTIMATED COST
2 Final Design, Specifications, Bidding
$50,000
3 Permitting and Mitigation
$15,000
4 Legal Fees
$7,500
$10.000
5 Access and R.0.W
$82,500
6
7
Project Components
8
9 I SUPPLY SYSTEM
10 rill and Complete New Well
$17,500
8 inch we11,100 feet deep
11 Pump, Starter, Drop Pipe, Pitless Adapter
$10,000
5 hp Pump, 30 CJPm
12 Control Bldg, Site Work (5' x st+/-)
$5,000
$10,000
13 Chlorination Eaui~ment
14i Electrical ~ o n t k l k
I $7.500
15 Control Valves, Flow Meter
$5,000
16 Piping
$5,000
$7,500
17 Power Supply to Well
$67,500
18
19 TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
Dedicated Line
$82,650
20 4" PVC from Lot 18 to New Tank(2900 If)
$7,000
21 4" PVC from Well to Existing Line (200 If)
$5,000
Assumes use of existing line
22 Telemetry Line (1700 If)
Same Trench as Line to Tank
$9,500
23 4" PVC from tank to distribution system (9501f)
24 Main line PRVs
$15.000
$5,000
25 Miscellaneous Valves
$6,000
26 Fill Hydrant
$130,150
27
28 STORAGE SYSTEM
Tank on Forest Lands
$150,000
29 80,000 gal buried concrete tank
$20,000
30 Sitework, Revegetation
$5,000
31 Level Controls
$5,000
32 Piping, Valves
$7,500
33 Abandon Existing Tank
$187,500
34
35
$385.150
36 CONSTRUCTION SUBTOTAL

I

1

1 /

1

1
I

38
39
40
41

Engineering, ConstructionAdministration (10%)
SUBTOTAL
Contingencies (15%)
CONSTRUCTION SUBTOTAL

$39,000
$424,150
$64,000
$488,150

42
-

43 TOTAL PROJECT COSTS
44
45 TOTAL LOAN (Sponsor Portion)
46 TOTAL GRANT
47 ANNUAL PAYMENT (30yr,7.25%)

$570,650
$228,260
$342,390
$18,859

Present WWDC criteria requires 40%
local portion; 60 % Grant Amount
Due Dec 1 each year following completior

49 TOTAL LOAN (Sponsor Portion)
50 TOTAL GRANT
51 ANNUAL PAYMENT (30yr,7.25%)

$188,315
$382,336
$15,558

33% local portion
67 % grant
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TABLE 9

BUFFALO VALLEY WATER SUPPLY PROJECT
CONSTRUCTION COST ESTIMATE
OPTION "B-2"
40,000 GAL STORAGE
1 ENGINEERINGI LEGAL
ESTIMATED COST
REMARKS
$35,000
2
d3 Permitting and Mitigation
$15,000
4 Legal Fees
$7,500
5 Access and R.0.W
$7,500
6
$65,000
7
Project Components
8
9 SUPPLY SYSTEM
10 Drill and Complete New Well
$17,500
8 inch well, 100 feet deep
11 Pump, Starter, Drop Pipe, Pitless Adapter
$10,000
5 hp Pump, 30 gPm
12 Control Bldg, Site Work (5' x s'+/-)
$5,000
$10,000
13 Chlorination Equipment
14 Electrical Controls
$7.500
15 Control Valves, Flow Meter
$5,000
16 Piping
$5,000
17 Power Supply
$7,500
18
$67.500
IS /TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
I
20.4" PVC from Well to Existing Line (200 If)
$7,000
Assumes use of existing line
$5,000
21 Telemetry Line (1700 If)
22 4" PVC from tank to distribution svstem (9501f)
$26,000
'
$10;000
23 Valves I Isolation, Air Release
$10,000
24 Service Line PRV's. U~arades
$58,000
25
26 STORAGE SYSTEM
27 Two 20,000 gal buried fiberglass tank
$80,000
1
28 Sitework, Revegetation
$20,000
29 Level Controls
$5.000
$6,000
30 Piping, Valves
$7.500
31 Abandon Existina Tank
$111,000
32
33
$236,500
34 CONSTRUCTION SUBTOTAL
35
$24,000
36 Engineering, Construction Administration (10%)
$260,500
37 SUBTOTAL
$39,000
38 Contingencies (15%)
$299,500
39 CONSTRUCTION SUBTOTAL
40
$364,500
41 TOTAL PROJECT COSTS
42
Present WWDC criteria requires 40%
$145,800
43 TOTAL LOAN (Sponsor Portion)
local portion; 60 % Grant Amount
$218,700
44 TOTAL GRANT
Due Dec 1 each year following completion
$1
2,046
(30yr,7.25%)
ANNUAL
PAYMENT
45
46
1 $120,285 1 / 33% local portion
47
-(TOTALLOAN (Sponsor Portion)
67 % grant
$244,215
48 TOTAL GRANT
$9,938
49 ANNUAL PAYMENT (30yr,7.25%)

1
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I
I

I
I

BUFFALO VALLEY WATER SUPPLY PROJECT
CONSTRUCTION COST ESTIMATE
OPTION "C-I"

I

I

20,000 GAL STORAGE, DEDICATED TRANSMISSION LINE

I

I

1 /ENGINEERING ILEGAL
2 Final Design, Specifications, Bidding
3 Permitting and Mitigation
4 Legal Fees
5 Access and R.0.W
6
71
Project Components
8
9 SUPPLY SYSTEM
10 Drill and Complete New Well
I 1 Pump, Starter, Drop Pipe, Pitless Adapter
12 Control Bldg, Site Work (5' x S+I-)
13 Chlorination Equipment
14 Electrical Controls
15 Control Valves, Flow Meter
, 16,P i ~ i n a

II

n

I I

1

,

I

1

,

18
19 TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
20 14" PVC from Lot 18 to New Tank(2900 If)
21 14" PVC from Well to Existing Line (200 If)
22 Telemetry Line (1700 If)
23 4" PVC from tank to distribution svstem (950M
24 Main line PRVs
25 Miscellaneous Valves
26
27 STORAGE SYSTEM
28 20,000 gal buried fiberglass tank
29 Sitework, Revegetation
30 Level Controls
31 Piping, Valves
32 Abandon Existing Tank
33
34
35 CONSTRUCTION SUBTOTAL
36
37 Engineering, Construction Administration (10%)
38 SUBTOTAL
39 Contingencies (15%)
40 CONSTRUCTION SUBTOTAL
I

I

I

I

1 ESTIMATED COST I

$1

$40,000
$15,000
$7,500
$10,000
$72.500
. .

$17,500
$10,000
$5,000
$10,000
$7,500
$5,000
$5.000

I

1

REMARKS

I

I

18 inch well, 100 feet deep

I

5 hp Pump, 30 gPm

I

$67,500

1
I

$82,650
$7,000
$5,000
$9.500
$15,000
$5.000
$124,150

1
I

/Dedicated Line to Tank
I

Tank on Forest Lands
Same Trench as Transmission Line
Not Required for this alternative

$50,000
$15,000
$5.000
$3,000
$7,500
$73.000

$264.650
$26,000
$290,650
$44,000
$334.650
i

42 TOTAL PROJECT COSTS
43
44 TOTAL LOAN (Sponsor Portion)
45 TOTAL GRANT
46 ANNUAL PAYMENT (30yr,7.25%)
47
48 TOTAL LOAN (Sponsor Portion)
49 TOTAL GRANT
50 ANNUAL PAYMENT (30yr,7.25%)

I

$407,150

1

I
I

$162,860
$244,290
$13,455

Present WWDC criteria requires 40%
local portion; 60 % Grant Amount
Due Dec Ieach year following completio

$134,360
$272,791
$11,101

33% local portion
67 % grant

I
I

TABLE 11

BUFFALO VALLEY WATER SUPPLY PROJECT
CONSTRUCTION COST ESTIMATE
20,000 GAL STORAGE

n

I

U

I

1 IENGINEERING
/ LEGAL
1 ESTIMATED COST I
REMARKS
2 Final Design, Specifications, Bidding
$30,000
3 Permitting and Mitigation
$1 5,000
4 Legal Fees
$7,500
5 Access and R.0.W
$7.500
6
$60,000
7
Project Components
8
9 SUPPLY SYSTEM
8 inch well, 100 feet deep
$17,500
10 Drill and Complete New Well
$10,000
11 Pump, Starter, Drop Pipe, Pitless Adapter
5 hp pump, 30 gPm
12 Control Bldg, Site Work (5' x st+/-)
$5,000
13 Chlorination Equipment
$10,000
14 Electrical Controls
$7.500
$5,000
15 Control Valves, Flow Meter
16 Piping
$5,000
17 Power Supply
$7,500
18
$67.500
19 TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
20 4" PVC from Well to Existing Line (200 If)
$7,000
$5,000
21 Telemetry Line (1700 If)
$26,000
22 4" PVC from tank to distribution system (9501f)
$10,000
23 Valves / Isolation, Air Release
$10,000
24 Service Line PRV's, Upgrades
25
$58,000
26 STORAGE SYSTEM
27 20,000 gal buried fiberglass tank
$50,000
$15,000
28 Sitework, Revegetation
29 Level Controls
$5,000
30 Piping, Valves
$3,000
31 Abandon Existina Tank
$7.500
- -

-

-

-

-

-

I

34 1 CONSTRUCTION SUBTOTAL
1
35
36 Engineering, Construction Administration (10%)
37 SUBTOTAL
38 Contingencies (15%)
39 CONSTRUCTION SUBTOTAL
40
41 TOTAL PROJECT COSTS

$198,500

43 TOTAL LOAN (Sponsor Portion)
44 TOTAL GRANT
45 ANNUAL PAYMENT (30yr,7.25%)
46
4 7 1 ~ LOAN
0 ~ (Sponsor
~ ~
Portion)
48 TOTAL GRANT
49 ANNUAL PAYMENT (30yr,7.25%)

$124,600
$186,900
$10,294

1

$20,000
$218,500
$33,000
$251,500
$311,500

$102,795
$208,705
$8,493

-36-

1

I

(

.
I
Present WWDC criteria requires 40%
local portion; 60 % Grant Amount
Due Dec 1 each year following completior

/

133% local portion
67 % grant

TABLE 12

BUFFALO VALLEY WATER SUPPLY PROJECT
CONSTRUCTION COST ESTIMATE
OPTION "D"
20,000 GAL STORAGE AT EXISTING SITE, BOOSTER PUMP STATION
ESTIMATED COST
1 ENGINEERING ILEGAL
$42,500
2 Final Design, Specifications, Bidding
$12,500
3 Permitting and Mitigation
$7,500
4 Legal Fees
$10,000
5 Access and R.0.W
$72,500
6
7
Project Components
8
I
9 SUPPLY SYSTEM
$17,500
10 Drill and Complete New Well
$10,000
11 Pump, Starter, Drop Pipe, Pitless Adapter
$5,000
12 Control Bldg, Site Work (5' x st+/-)
$10,000
13 Chlorination Equipment
$7,500
14 Electrical Controls
$5,000
15 Control Valves, Flow Meter
$5,000
16 Piping
$7,500
17 Power Supply
$67,500
18
19 TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
$7,000
20 4" PVC from Well to Existing Line (200 If) 1
$5,000
21 Telemetry Line (1700 If)
$26,000
22 4" PVC from tank to distribution system (95019
$10,000
23 Valves 1 Isolation, Air Release
$10,000
24 Service Line PRVs, Upgrades
$75,000
25 Booster Pump Station
$133,000
26
27 STORAGE SYSTEM
28 20,000 gal buried fiberglass tank
$50,000
$12,000
29 Sitework, Revegetation
$5,000
30 Level Controls
$3,000
31 Piping, Valves
$7,500
32 Abandon Existing Tank
$70,000
33
34
$270,500
35 CONSTRUCTION SUBTOTAL
36
$27,000
37 Engineering, Construction Administration (10%
$297,500
38 SUBTOTAL
$45,000
39 Contingencies (15%)
$342,500
40 CONSTRUCTION SUBTOTAL
41
$415,000
42 TOTAL PROJECT COSTS
43
$166,000
44 TOTAL LOAN (Sponsor Portion)
$249,000
45 TOTAL GRANT
$13,715
46 ANNUAL PAYMENT (30yr,7.25%)
47
$136,950
48 TOTAL LOAN (Sponsor Portion)
$278,050
49 TOTAL GRANT
$11,315
50 ANNUAL PAYMENT (30yr,7.25%)

1

REMARKS

8 inch well, 100 feet deep
5 hp Pump, 30 gPm

I

II

Dedicated Line to Tank
Same Trench as Line to Tank

I

Present WWDC criteria requires 40%
local portion; 60 % Grant Amount
Due Dec 1 each year following completio
33% local portion
67 % grant

TABLE 4

BUFFALO VALLEY WATER SUPPLY PROJECT
USER FEE ANALYSIS 1997

--

ITEM
r

1 Total Project Costs

Option "A"
Recommended

Option "B-I"

Option "6-2"

Option "C-I"

Option "C-2"

Option "D"

$570,650

$468,650

$364,500

$407,150

$311,500

$415,000

$10.294
$42.89

$10.294
$28.60

$13.71 5
$57.15

$13.71 5
$38.10

$15.558
$43.22

DEBT SERVICE - 67% GRANT, 7.25% APR, 30YRS
01
$11.101 $11.I
$9.938
$9.938
$12.777
$30.84
$46.25
$27.61
$41.41
$35.49
$53.24

$8.493
$35.39

$8.493
$23.59

$11.315
$47.14

$11.315
$31.43

$2,000
$1,300
$1,500
$400
$2,000
$7.200
$30.00

$2,000
$1,500
$1,500
$500
$2.000
$7,500
$20.83

$2,000
$1,300
$1,500
$400
$2,000
$7.200
$30.00

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
$2,000
$2,000
$2,000
$2,000
$1,500
$1,300
$1,300
$1,500
$1,500
$1,500
$1,500
$1,500
$500
$400
$400
$500
$2.000
$2,000 $ 2 . 0 0 0
$2,000
$7.500
$7200
$7,500
$7,200
$30.00
$20.83
$20.83
$30.00

$2,000
$1,500
$1,500
$500
$2.000
$7,500
$20.83

$2,000
$1,300
$1,500
$400
$2,000
$7,200
$30.00

$2,000
$1,500
$1,500
$500
$2,000
$7.500
$20.83

$4,000
$2,000
$1,500
$400
$~,ooo
$11,900
$49.58

$4,000
$3,000
$1,500
$500
$4,000
$13,000
$36.11

$108.58
$94.83

$73.22
$64.05

$94.53
$83.24

$63.86
$56.33

TOTAL MONTHLY FEES
$54.29
$86.06
$80.19
$48.44
$76.25
$71.41

$58.21
$51.67

$72.89
$65.39

$49.43
$44.42

$106.73
$96.73

$74.21
$67.54

$18,859
$78.58

$18.859
$52.39

5 Annual Payment
6 Monthly Cost per Lot

$15,558
$64.83

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Labor
Power
Testing
Chemicals
Reserves
Total Annual Cost
O&M per Service

14 60% GRANT
15 67% GRANT

1

DEBT SERVICE - 60% GRANT, 7.25% APR, 30YRS
$15.488 $15.488 $12,046 $12.046 $13,455 $13.455
$37.38
$33.46
$56.06
$43.02
$50.19
$64.53

3 Annual Payment
4 Monthly Cost per Lot

-

NUMBER OF USERS
30
20

30

30

2 Total ServicesILots

1

20

20

'

20

30

20

30

20

30
I

GENERAL NOTES:
1 Estimates are based upon 1997 cost figures.
2 The fees assume that all costs are paid on a monthly basis.
3 Property owners with two or more contiguous lots are assumed to pay debt service for one lot only.
4 Actual debt service will be based upon actual construction costs. Actual 0 & M costs to be established by the Water District Board of Directors.
I
I
I
I
5 Present costs based upon 20 existing homes. Future costs assume a maximum of 30 homes.

?

I

I

I

.

-

APPENDIX A
EXPLORATION WELL HISTORY

APPENDIX A
Well History
WYOMING WATER DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION
BUFFALO VALLEY WATER SUPPLY PROJECT - LEVEL I1
BUFFALO VALLEY WELL NO. 3
8121197

Mobilize drill rig (1956 Speed Star 71, cable-tool) to exploration well site.
Complete limited earth work to prepare site (segregate top soil and excavate small
pit for cuttings, minor rig leveling). Drill and drive 14-in. conductor casing to 5
ft. Drill and drive 12-in. surface casing to 20.0 ft. Drive and drill 8-in. ID steel
(.32 wall) production casing to 37 ft.

8/22/97

Water level 2.6 ft. above ground level (- .6 A.between 8-in. and 12-in. casings.)
Continue driving and drilling 8-in. casing to 83 ft.

8/23/97

Water level 75.53 ft. below ground level. (5 ft. below ground level between 8-in.
and 12-in. casings). Continue drilling and driving 8-in. casing to 90 ft. Hole total
depth = 93 ft.

8/25/97

Lower borehole and casing filled with bentonite granules; 8-in. casing pulled to 82
ft. (rig unable to pull additional casing).
(delay to obtain well screens)

9117/97

Pull 8-in. casing to 70 ft. with rotary rig with pneumatic casing hammer. Clean
out casing in preparation for screen installation. Above 74 ft. fills with native
sand and gravel.

9118/97

Complete cleaning of 8-in. casing in preparation for screen installation.

9119/97

Water level in casing approx. 3 ft. above ground level. Bail out sand and gravel
accumulated fiom 68 to 70 ft. Install screen assembly to 69.5 ft.:
28.4 - 29.1 ft. rubber packer
29.1 - 37.1 ft. blank 7-518 in. OD steel casing
37.1 - 5 1.3 A. 15-slot stainless steel wire-wrap screen
5 1.3 - 56.3 ft. blank steel casing as above
56.3 - 6 1.5 ft. 10-slot stainless steel screen
61.5 - 69.5 ft. blank steel casing as above with bottom plate
Pull 8-in casing to 36 ft. Commence air development of well. Production rate
increases fiom approximately 7 gpm to approximately 15 gpm over the course of
development. One hour after termination of development, water level at 1.6 ft.
above ground level.

Install cement grout seal around 8-in. steel casing to a depth of 20 feet and remove
12-in. surface casing.
9123-25197

Continue well development with air lift, air jet, swab, and bailer. Continues to
produce sediment (very fine sand and silt) and increased yield. At conclusion of
this stage of development, production estimated at approx. 60 gpm. Approx. 3
gprn flow at surface.
Finish well development as above, sediment production reduced to trace levels.
Set test pump at 60 feet.
Begin pump testing. Step test at 10 gpm.
Conduct step pump tests at 20 gpm, 30 gpm, and 50 gpm. Commence long-term,
constant-discharge pump test at 40 gpm, with observation well water level
monitoring of Buffalo Valley Well No. 2 (405 ft.), Givens well (300 A,), and
Jordan well (200 ft.).

1016-11197

Continue constant-discharge pump test at 40 gpm; including water level recovery
commencing on 10110197. Terminate testing.

APPENDIX B
EXPLORATION WELL LITHOLOGIC LOG
AND
DRILLING NOTES

APPENDIX B
Lithologic Description
Buffalo Valley Well No. 3
Depth (ft.,
TOC)

Principal
Lithology

Description

DrillingIWater
~otes'

Burnt Ridge Moraine (Love et al., 1992)
0-1.5

soil

dark bm, silty fh snd w/ white crumbly
silt and orange, iron-cemented pockets,
cobbles to 6"

1.5-3

cobbles and gravel in grey fn snd & silt
matrix

3-12

cobbles and gravel of grey, red, vfgn
qtzite; some white, pink qtzite; tr crs-gn
hard sst; in bm fn snd and slt matrix; tr

thread of water
entering pit from
gravel lense at 1-5'

material collapses as
drill; bit cannot lead
casing

(?I

C ~ Y

12-16

red, grey, yellow fngn, qtzite cobbles aa;
minor grey s&p hard calc sst; vf-fn grey
snd and silt matrix

slightly tighter
material, more silt
and clay (?)

16-20

aa, may be lesser fine fraction

faster penetration

20-25

cuttings aa; high fine fraction; driller
concludes thin sand lenses

hole stands open 2026 ft, 8.5 gpm at
d/w=15 ft

25-29

red, dk grey, lgt bm, green, white, yellow driving casing ahead
of bit; heaving sand
qtzite and qtzitic fh-vfn gm non-calc sst
to >1" dia; tr lgt bm, vfh-gn, porcelainitic 25-29 ft.
sst; in grey fn-vfh s&p snd and silt
matrix; less fines than above

29-38

gravel and rock fragments to 112-in. in
sndslt matrix aa; fragment curvature
suggests > 3-in. dia.

penetration rate
approx. 1 Wmin; 4.8
gpm at dw=25 ft,
1.7 gpm at d/w=12 ft,
casing at 37 ft.; sli.
sand heaving at 38 ft.

aa; tighter matrix (higher fine fraction?)

2 gpm at d/w=30 ft,
casing at 39 ft.

38-39

mixed
fluvioglacial

39-50

sand and
gravel

dk grey, red, white, cream, lgt green
qtzite and qtzitic sst gravel and cobble
fragments; fn-med qtz and lith snd;
matrix
less silty than above; driller concludes
thin gravel lenses

10 gpm at d/w=30 ft,
casing at 46 ft.; 7
gpm at d/w= 15 ft,
casing at 48 ft.
(unable to bail down)

50-58

mixed
fluvioglacial

grey, dk grey, white, minor red, qtzite
gravel and cobble fragments; h rounded
qtz and lith sand; much higher silt
fraction

casing drives harder
than above, 2+ minlft
50-54 ft.

58-62

sand

s&p sand, minor coarse material, w/
some grey silt (much less silt than
above); slurry sample settles quickly

5 gpm at d/w=35 ft.,
casing at 60 ft.;
heaving sand at 60 ft.

62-67

mixed
fluvioglacial

mixed-color qtzite gravel and cobble
fragments aa; s&p, fn-mgn, porous, calc
sst fragments; s&p snd and grey slt
matrix; slurry sample settles slowly

adding water to
maintain sluny at 65
ft; first time since
started hole; casing
drives hard

67-74

till

aa w/ bm chert fragments; cobbles > 3in. dia; tr dk gry schist and amphibolite
fragments; matrix aa; threads of oil in
slurry at 73 A. and below. Intact sample
from 80 fi.: gravel to 1-in. dia embedded
in tight, moist, grey silt and vfn sand
matrix.

minimal water
entering casing w/
d/w=65 ft., casing at
67 ft.; no water
entering casing at 74
ft. W/hole open to 77
ft.

74-93

till

aa; recovery includes 3-in. dia. pink
qtzite cobble; tr lgt brn, h-gr lms
fragments; threads of oil in slurry;
fragment curvature suggests cobbles > 1ft. dia. at 87 ft.

no water entering
casing at 82 ft. w/
hole open to 84 ft.;
d/w stable at 90.8 1 ft.
following drilling,
casing at 90 ft.

water production rates determined by monitoring rise of water level inside casing while water
level approximately at the indicated depth; production through open end of casing at indicated
depth.

APPENDIX C
SELECT SAMPLE SIEVE ANALYSES

Well #3

Buffalo Valley 96044.01

-

Cuttings from 40' 45'
Weight of Sample Tested - 1884.4 arams
Cumulative

Cumulative

U.S. Standard

Screen

Weight

Percent

Sieve No.

Size(inches)

Retained

Retained

8
12
20
30
40
50
70
100
200
Pan

0.0937
0.0661
0.0331
0.0234
0.0165
0.0117
0.0083
0.0059
0.0029
0

648.2
792.1
1168.2
1330.3
1470.3
1596.6
1711.2
1774.1
1834.3
1881.1

34%
42%
62%
71%
78%
85%
91%
94%
98%
100%

Cumulative Percent Retained For Well Screen Sizing

Slot Opening And Grain Size (Inches)

Well #3

Buffalo Valley 96044.01

-

Cuttings from 46' 49'
Weight of Sample Tested - 1727.I
L

Cumulative

Cumulative

U.S. Standard

Screen

Weight

Percent

Sieve No.

Size(inches)

Retained

Retained

8
12
20
30
40
50
70
100
200
Pan

0.0937
0.0661
0.0331
0.0234
0.0165
0.0117
0.0083
0.0059
0.0029
0

172.0
221.8
334.1
396.1
485.1
689.7
1115.2
1374.1
1590.8
1726.7

10%
13%
19%
23%
28%
40%
65%
80%
92%
100%

Cumulative Percent Retained For Well Screen Sizing

I

Slot Opening And Grain Size (Inches)

Well #3

Buffalo Valley 96044.01

-

Cuttings from 50' 53.5'
Weight of Sample Tested - 1389.6 gmms
Cumulative

Cumulative

U.S. Standard

Screen

Weight

Percent

Sieve No.

Size(inches)

Retained

Retained

8
12
20
30
40
50
70
100
200
Pan

0.0937
0.0661
0.0331
0.0234
0.0165
0.0117
0.0083
0.0059
0.0029
0

316.4
399.7
549.0
604.6
655.6
722.5
872.6
1000.2
1179.2
1388.0

23%
29%
40%
44%
47%
52%
63%
72%
85%
100%

Cumulative Percent Retained For Well Screen Sizing

Slot Opening And Grain Size (Inches)

Well #3

Buffalo Valley 96044.01

-

Cuttings from 60' 62' (A)
Weight of Sample Tested Cumulative

Cumulative

Sieve No.

Screen
Size(inches)

Weight
Retained

Percent
Retained

12
20
30
40
50
70
100
140
200
Pan

0.0661
0.0331
0.0234
0.0165
0.0117
0.0083
0.0059
0.0041
0.0029
0

4.2
15.1
29.1
61.O
148.0
396.2
549.1
701.1
755.6
824.9

1%
2%
4%
7%
18%
48%
67%
85%
92%
100%

U.S. Standard

1

Cumulative Percent Retained For Well Screen Sizing

z9

0

0
CV

8

0

8

s
o

0
rC)

8

Slot Opening And Grain Size (Inches)

8

8

Well #3

Buffalo Valley 96044.01

-

Cuttings from 60' 62' (B)
Weight of Sample Tested - 882.5
Cumulative

Cumulative

U.S. Standard

Screen

Weight

Percent

Sieve No.

Size(inches)

Retained

Retained

12
20
30
40
50
70
100
140
200
Pan

0.0661
0.0331
0.0234
0.0165
0.0117
0.0083
0.0059
0.0041
0.0029
0

7.1
23.2
40.3
74.7
169.4
425.2
636.2
748.9
805.0
881.6

1%
3%
5%
8%
19%
48%
72%
85%
91%
100%

Cumulative Percent Retained For Well Screen Sizing

g
-5

8
E

g

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%

Q)

Q

5

-S
(0

0

50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
0
0

9

0

z

X

0
(V

9
0

*

0

0

X

V)
0

8

9
0

c9

Slot Opening And Grain Size (Inches)

0
(D

X

Well #3

Buffalo Valley 96044.01

-

Cuttings from 62' 65'
Weight of Sample Tested - 1882.0
Cumulative

Cumulative

U.S. Standard

Screen

Weight

Percent

Sieve No.

Size(inches)

Retained

Retained

8
12
20
30
40
50
70
100
200

0.0937
0.0661
0.0331
0.0234
0.0165
0.0117
0.0083
0.0059
0.0029
0

407.9
466.3
571.2
618.3
683.5
837.9
1200.4
1458.5
1690.6
1880.7

22%
25%
30%
33%
36%
45%
64%
78%
90%
100%

Pan

Cumulative Percent Retained For Well Screen Sizing

Slot Opening And Grain Size (Inches)

APPENDIX D
WATER QUALITY
LABORATORY ANALYSES

''

- ENERGY LABORATORIES, INC.
Billings Cup.r Oilletto Rapid City

SECONDARY

I
I
SECONDARY
SECONDARY

I

SECONDARY
SECONDARY

1
b

SECONDARY

SHIPPING: 2393 SALT CREEK HIGHWAY
CASPER, WY 82601
MAILING: PO. BOX 3258
CASPER. WY 82602
E-mail: energy@trib.com FAX: (307)234-1 639 PHONE: (307) 235-051 5

Ca
Calcium
Magnesium
Mg
Na
Sodium
1~otassium
I K
1carbonate
(
CO,
HC03
Bicarbonate
Sulfate
so4
C1
Chloride
NON*METkLS
Total Dissolved Solids @ 180°CI
TDS
Conductivity
pH
M][CRQBIOLOGY
Total Coliform Bacteria
TCB
Fe Bact.
Iron Bacteria
TRACE METfiS
iron
I Fe
;

1
1

1

200.7
200.7
200.7
200.7
2520 B
2520 B
300.0
4500 B
160.1
2510 B
150.1

1
(

1

200.7

ELI-C
ELI-C
ELI-C
ELI-C
ELI-C

PIA
9240 B

1

ELI-C
ELI-C
ELI-C
ELI-C
ELI-C
ELI-C
ELI-B
ELI-C

1

ELI-C

I
I

1

1 .O
1 .O
1 .O
1 .O
1 .O
1 .O
1 .O
1 .O
1 .O
1 .O

I
I

I

TOLL FREE: (888) 235-051 5

mg1L
mg/L
mg/L
mg1L
mg1L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L

---

mg/~
pmholcm
std. units

positivelnegative
positivelnegative

---

I

0.05

1

I
(

I

---

mg/~

RARI0CEIEZbllCA.L

*Note: Deep seated anaerobic flora with aerobic Iron Related Bacteria.

COMPLETE ANALYTICAL SERVICES

77.8
18.1
14.5
2.6
0
333
18.0
< 1.0
292
518
8.22
NEG
POS*

I

0.15

I
I

I

t

MAJOR IONS
Calcium
Magnesium
Sodium
Potassium
Carbonate
Bicarbonate
Sulfate
Chloride
NUN-METALS
TDS @ 180 C
Cond (prnholcm)
p H (std. units)

Ca
Mg
Na
K

co3
HC03

so4
C1

TDS

TRACE METAZ5
Lead

RADIOCHEMICAL
Gross Alpha
Gross Beta
Nvural
Uranium
226Radium
228~adium

Dapiicnrte

EPIVSM'
METHUD
200.7
200.7
200.7
200.7
2520 B
2520 B
300.0
4500 B

81 %
100
100
99
99
100
99
100
100

160.1
2510 B
150.1

100
100
100

1

200.8

226~a
228~a

900.0
900.0
908.1
903.O
904.0

Pb

1

100

Dupficat~
#2 %

Spike
14x3
93
101
95
100

#2 %

I

RK

10-29-97
10-29-97
10-29-97
10-29-97
10-10-97
10-10-97
10-17-97
10-30-97

MJ
LM
LM

10-09-97
10-10-97
10-10-97

103

CP

105
130
105
75
98

RS
RS
DW
PH
DW

1

10-29-97

:

Report Approved by:
lmh

NatU

100
100
100
111
100

Reviewed by:

C a

I

ANALYST ANALYZED
CP
CP
CP
CP
LM
LM
ELI-B

102
88
101

I

DATE

Spike

10-20-97
10-20-97
10-14-97
11-03-97
11-06-97

(

ENERGY LABORATORIES, INC.
SHIPPING: 2393 SALT CREEK HIGHWAY
CASPER, WY 82601
MAILING: P.0.BOX 3258
CASPER, WY 82602
E-mail: energy@trib.com FAX: (307) 234-1639 PHONE: (307) 235-0515

.

TOLL FREE: (888) 235-0515
if

-

LABORATORY ANALYSIS REPORT JORGENSEN ENGINEERING
Matrix=
Report Date:

Laboratory ID
97-64391
Reporting Limit:

Quality Assurance:
Method
presence/absence

Report Approved by:
11 r: \repons\clients

Water
November 7,1997

Sample ID
Buf Val #1

Sample
Datem~lxe
10-27-97@ 14:27

DatdTime Started
10-28-97@ 1350

Daterrime Read
10-29-97@ 13:40

'

Reviewed by:

I

Total Coiiform
Bacteria
negative
positivehegative

Analyst

LM

a

ENERGY LABORATORIES, INC.
SHIPPING: 2393 SALT CREEK HIGHWAY
CASPER. WY 82601
MAILING: RO. BOX 3258
CASPER, W 82602
E-mail: energy0trib.com FAX: (307) 234-1639 PHONE: (307) 235-0515

TOLL FREE: (888) 2350515

LABORATORY ANALYSIS REPORT - JORGENSEN ENGINEERING
Matrix: .
Report Date:

Water
November 7,1997

r

Laboratory ID
97-64392
Reporting Limit:

Quality Assurance:
I
Method

Report Approved by:

1

Sample ID
Buf Val #2

I

DateITime Started

*

I

Sample
DatelTi111e
10-27-97 @ 14:31

I

IlateITime Read

1.

Reviewed by:

Iron Bacteria
positive
positivehegative

f&

Analyst

I

-

a

ENERGY LABORATORIES, INC.
SHIPPING: 2393 SALT CREEK HIGHWAY
CASPER, WY 82601
MAILING: PLIBOX 3258
CASPER, WY 82602
E-mail: energyOtrib.com FAX: (307) 234-1639 PHONE: (307) 235-0515

TOLL FREE: (888) 235-0515

-

LABORATORY .ANALYSIS REPORT JORGENSEN ENGINEERING
Matrix:
Report Date:

Water
November 7,1997

Sample ID
Buf Val #3

Sample
DateITime
10-27-97@ 15:39

Datemime Started
10-28-97@ 15:30

Date/Time Read
10-30-97@ 15:30

Heterotrophic
Plate Count
600
CFU/mL

.

Laboratory ID
97-64393
Reporting Limit:

QualiW
Assurance:
-

Method
pour plate

I

Analyst
LM

ENERGY LABORATORIES, INC.
SHIPPING: 2393 SALT CREEK HIGHWAY
CASPER, W 82601
MAILING: P.0. BOX 3258
CASPER, W 82602
E-mail: energyOtrib.com FAX: (307) 234-1639 PHONE: (307) 235-0515
Billings Cupw G i l W R@d City

*Note: These results were reported previously. See report with lab ID #97-64391-94.
Imh r:\rcpo~\cliem.97U1'uJd~y~w~ulting\wurU8492.xls

COMPLETE ANALYTICAL SERVICES

TOLL FREE: (888) 235-0515

-

WATER AIYALYSB REPORT -TIC
Client: Hinldey C m d f h g
Report Drrte; Nove41b 24,1997
Labomtq ID: 97-58492

Imh c\npom\cliems.9nhink1eyY~1ting\~ter\58492.xls

AND UNKEGULAmDORGAFRCS
Sample ID: Buffalo VaMey/F'iforgensen

!?ample Date: 20-09-97
Sample T i e : 17:rtS

WATER ANALYSIS REPORT * Q'Af,mYA;SSURANa

I-?imeycNovember 24,199?

L

:

MAJOR f ONS

Calcium
Magnesium
Sodium
Potassium
Carbonate
Bicarbonate
Sulfate
Chloride
Nitrite as N
Nitrate Nitrite as N
Fluoride
Silica

+

Cadmium
Chromium
Copper
Iron
Lead
Manganese
Mercury
Nickel
Selenium
Silver
Thallium
Zinc

-

Ca

Mg
Na

K

co3
HC03

so4
CI
NO2
N03+N02
F
SiOz

Cd
Cr
Cu
Fe
Pb
Mn

Hg
Ni
Se

Ag
TI
Zn

EPNSM~
METHOD

: Duplicate
:
#1 %

200.7
200.7
200.7
200.7
2520 B
2520 B
300.0
4500 B
354.1
353.2
340.2
200.7

99
99
98
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

200.8
200.7
200.7
200.7
200.8
200.7
200.8
200.7
200.8
200.8
200.8
200.7

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

.
..

Duplicate :
#2 %

:

$me
#I %
109
98
101
95
102
85
102
103
86
104
102

109
106
100
106
103
105
82
103
104
102
105
108

1

Spike
#2 %

ANALYST
CP
CP
CP
CP

LM
LM
ELI-B

MJ
MJ
MJ
LM
CP

ELI-B
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
ELI-B
CP
MM
ELI-B
ELI-B
CP

DATE
ANAL-D
10-22-97
10-22-97
10-22-97
10-22-97
10-15-97
10-15-97
10-20-97
10-15-97
10-13-97
10-16-97
10-21-97
10-22-97

10-20-97
10-22-97
10-22-97
10-22-97
10-22-97
10-22-97
10-20-97
10-22-97
10-15-97
10-20-97
10-20-97
10-22-97

WATER ANALYSIS- REPORT QUALITY iWSUWW
Client. Binkley Consulting
Report IhW Navenib* 24,1997
Lahatory fD; W-58492

.LPG

I

1

Method

I

I

PIA

*

Dattpfime Started

1
I

Datepfhe Read

*

1

I

II

Analyst

*

Fe- Bact.:
-- - - -

Method
9240 B
--

Date Started

*

Date Read

*

*

Analyst

-

Method

*

M F 9215 D

Date!fI'ime Starzed

D a W m e Read

*

*

Anam

-

EPA METHOD 502.2 VOLATILE ORGAMIC COMPOUNDS
Myst
SEC
SEC
SEC

Date A d p e d :

-

Lab ID
ELI-C

Date Analyzed
10-24-97

-

Lab ID
ELI-C

Date Analyzed
10-24-97

Lab ID
ELI-B

Date Analyzed
10-20-97

Lab ID
ELI-B

Date Analyzed
10-28-97

Lab ID
EHL

Date Analyzed
10-17-97

Lab ID
EHL

Date Analyzed
10-17-97

Lab ID
EHL

Date Analyzed
10-17-97

Lab ID
EHL

Date Analyzed
10-15-97

Surrogate

% Recove~y

102
98
113

Fluorobenzene
4-Bromofluorobenzene, PID
4-Bromofluorobenzene, ELCD

Accept. Rauge %
87 - 113
90-110
92 - 136

EPA METHOD 504 EDB & DBCP
Additional QAIQC data is available on file at ELI-Cassper
EPA METHOD 505 PESTICIDES AND PCB's
Additional QAIQC data is available on file at ELI-Casper

-

EPA METHOD 515.1 HERBICIDES
Additional QAIQC data is available on file at ELI-Billings

-

EPA METHOD 525.2 PESTICIDES
Additional QAIQC data is available on file at ELI-Billings

-

EPA METHOD 531.1 CARBAMATE PESTICIDES
Additional QAIQC data is available on file at EHL-South Bend

-

EPA METHOD 547 GLYPHOSATE
Additional QAIQC data is available on file at EHL-South Bend

-

EPA METHOD 548 ENDOTHALL
Additional QAIQC data is available on file at EHL-South Bend

-

EPA METHOD 549 DIQUAT
Additional QAIQC data is available on file at EHL-South Bend
FOOTNOTES AND ABBREVIATION DESCRIPTIONS
1 ELI-B=Energy Laboratories. Inc. - Billings, MT

-

2 MCL = Maximum contaminant level

ELI-C = Ene-rgy Laboratories, Inc. Casper, WY

NL = Not listed by EPA at time of publication

ELI-RC = Energy Laboratories, Inc. - Rapid City, SD

TT = Treatment rcchnique

-

EHL = Environmental Health Laboratories South Bend, IN
*Refer to note on page one.

Report Approved By:

SM = Standard Methods

10-16-97
10-16-97
10-16-97

3 FR = Fluoride Rule
NIR = Not Requested

-

APPENDIX E
RELATED CORRESPONDENCE

JIM GERlNGER
GOVERNOR

Department of Environmental Quality
250 Lincoln Street

Lander, Wyoming 82520-2848

Fax (307) 332-7726

ABANDONECI IMINES

AIR QUALiN

LANO QUALITY

SOL10 & HAZARDOUS WASTE

1307)332-5085

(3071322-6755

1307)332-3047

(307)332-6924

WATEFI Q U A L I n

(307)332-31JJ

November 12, 1997

Mark VandenBroeke
P.O. Box 417
Moran, WY 83014
Re: BuEalo Valley Estates System
Dear Mark:

I would like to lend my strongest support for the Buffalo Valley Estates Associations' pursuit of a
site for an elevated water storage tank. An elevated tank will allow gravity to p r o ~ d water
e
pressure rather than a booster pump system which is more subject to failures and high
maintenance costs. Furthennore, water would be available to the subdivision from an elevated
tank during power failures, thus ensuring greater certainty of unintempted service. The public
health and safety benefits are obvious.
Please have your engineer keep me apprised of any developments regarding the water system. I
remain available to provide assistance in any way possible.
Sincerely,

*-

C

Jeff Hemansky, P.E.
Northwest District Supervisor

Bob hblondi, Jorgensen Engineering
file (2)
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OMR No. 0 5 9 6 - 0 0 9 2
-
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1
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I

1

I

I

GPICIAL-USL PERMIT

i

I~uthority:

ani

I

;rune a , 1097

I

1

c

1
I

I

--- I Q

Herechler Buildins

Q

~

I

Auth. T y p e

I --a2

~cgion/~orest/~istrict / Statelcounty
Q & / Q A / G &
ILi!2/o&P

I
Cong. D i a t . ) Latitude

121

Wv~minqwater Develgurtreli L ~orwniosion

I

L

TypeSite(s)I ~uthofity

14 1 1

1
I

I Issue Date I Expir. Date
a I P X / / 1 ~ / _ 92 I L 212 ~ / 1n

Holder No.

I a2e

I- ---

-

( Langltnde

,I

---

,
,
,,

I
I
I
I

I
I
1

I
I

I
I

Attnz- B U f~
a l o vall ev Water S~irmlvProject

Agent will be Jorgenaen Engineering
Cl~evenne
W~?omirvr
82002

(hereinafter called the noloer) IB
h e r e b y authorized to uce or occupy Natinnal. Forest
to use subject to the conditions set out below, on the Brldqer-Teton
National Forest.
System lands,

I

This permit covers an area approx~nutely15 feet wide by 5 D feet long m d io desctlhrrl
ae Section 21, SW1/QhNEl/4of T45N R113W a s shown on the location map attached to and
d r i l l ~ n sand tertinn of
made a part of this permit, and is issued f o r the puryuve uf;
an w l o r a t o r v wster a u ~ p l vwell for the Buffalo vallev Water ~ u p p l va6 described i n the
~ t r i vwill be don= to dctermino
pttached a ~ ~ l i c a t i owhich
n
i s made Dart ot tnls o e r m l t .
feasible alternativee fqr the water svstem for the Buffalo Vallev Eatates.

The above described or defined area erhall be referred to herein as tho " p e ~ ~mree".
~ ~ i t
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
I.

AUTHORITY ANn GRNERAL TERMS OF THE PERMIT

Thie permit i s i s ~ u e dD U L S U M ~ t o the authorities enumerated at Title
of Federal Regulations, Section 2 5 1 Subpart B, as amended. This permit, ancl
he astlvitico or uoe auth~rized,shall be ~ u b j e c tt o the terns and conditions of the
Secretary's regulations and any sub~equentamendment to them.

A.

Authoritv.

3 6 , Code

B - fiuthoriged oftiper. o he authorized o f f i c e r is the Foreft S u p e m i B ~ ror a delegated
subordix&+iLe
uLfic,er.

License. nlis p u m i t i a ir liaenmo for t h r I I R ~of f e d e r a l l y owned land and does not
grant any permanent, posseesory interest in real property, nor shall thia permit
constitute a contrilcL Lo+. pueposc~of tho C o n t r e ~ tnisputes Act of 1978 (41 U . S . C .
611). Loss of the privileges granted by this permit by revocation, t e n i n a t i o n , or
suspension is not compenwalle to the holder.
C.

D. Amendment. I'his permiL itmy be amendcd in whola or i n part by the Forest Service
whenTat tho diucrction of the authorizes officer, such action is deemed necessary or
desirable to incorporate new tureur, condi~iono,and a t i p ~ ~ l a r i nas
n ~ may be r e w i r e d by
law, regulation, land management plan@, or other management decisions.

Em

This perrrrit is a u b j e c t to all valid r.ights and claims of third
The United States is not liable to the holder f o r the exercise of any such

g x i e t i n c r Ri-htc

partiea.

right or claim.
Noncxcluaivc trce and Public Arrcefis. UI~ICSO
expressly provided far in additional
terme, use of the permit area is not exclusive. The Forest Service reserves the right
to use UL- 8llow othcra to use any part nf t h e permit area, including roads, for any
purpose, provided, such m e does n o t materially interfere with the holder's authorized
uae. A f i r r a l deter-mina~ionef conflicting 1.1fie.r:i reserved to the Farest Service.
F.

G. Yoresc Service R i c l l l t of R f l t r y afid 1w e t i o n - The Farest Service has the right of
rinrestrictcd access of the permitted area or facility to ensure compliance with laws,
regulations, and ordinalrcea and the terms and cor~ditionenf t.his permit.

H. Assi~nabilit~.'l'his perrniL is not etasignable or t r a n s f o r a h l n . If the holder
through death, voluntary sale or transfer, entorcement of contract, foreclonure, or
other valid legal proceeding ceases L u be the ovncr of the improvement.^, t h i a permit
shall terminate.
I. Permit Limitations. Nothing in this permit allows or implies permission to build or
maintain any structure or facility, or to conduct culy activity unlccc e p e c i f i m l l y
brovided for in thitr permit. Any use not specifically identified i n this permit must be
approved by the authorized officer in the form of a n e w permit or pcrmit amendment.
11.

TEbFURE AND ISSUANCE OF A NEW PERMIT

Emiration at the End of the Authorized Period. 'this pernriL will txpirc at: midnight
nrcembr 31, 1997,. Expiration ahall occur by operation of law and shall not require
notice, any decision document, or any environmental, analysis or other ducumtntation.

A.

on

Constructioq. Any construction authorized by this permit may commence Ly A u c r u ~ t 11,
8.
1397 and chall he completed by Qectmber 31, 1997. If conetruction is not completed
within the prescribed time, this permit may be revoked or ouepended.

C. Minimum Use or Occupancv of the Permit Area. Use or occupancy ot the permit arrd
s h a l l be excrciced at leafit 1 . days each year, unless otherwise authorized in writing
under additional terms of t h i s permit.
P. ~~atificatiori
to Authorized Officer. If the holder desires issuance of a n e w permic
after expirdlion, the holder rhall notify the authorized officer in writing not lees
than six (6) months prior to the expiratioa date of t h i s permit.
E. Conditions for Issuance o f a New Permit. A t the expiration or termination of an
existing permic, a s l e w yaxmit m a y bc ieeued to thp holder of the previoua permit or to h
new holder subject to the following conditions:
1.
The authorizes use is ~ o n ~ p a t i b lwith
c
tha land 11.se allocation in the Forest Land
and ResourCe Management Plan.
2.
The permit area Is beiuy ueed for thc purposes pr~vinuslyauthorized.
The permit area itr being operated and maintained in accordance with the
3.
provisions of the permrt.
The holder has shown previous good faith compliarlce with the terms and conditions
4.
of all prior or other existing permi~s,and ha0 not cngagod id a n y activity or
transaction contrary t o Federal contracts, permits, laws, ar regulation.
F. Discretion ~f Forest Service,. Notwithstanding any provieions of any prior or other
permit, the authorized officer [nay prescribe u a w terms, conditsons, and etipulationa
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4 n e w permit is i s m ~ . r ~ r l . The decisiorl whether to issue a new permit to a h o l d e r or
successor in interest is at the absolute d i e c r e t i o n of the Forest service.

when

I

RESPONSI&ILXTIES OF THE HOLDER

A. Complig~lcewith Laws,
The holder hall
comply w i t h a11 epplicablc Federal, S t a t e , an& local laws, regulations, and standards,
jncluding but not Limited to, the Federal Water ~ o l l u t i mControl Act, 33 U.S.C. 1251
sea., the Resource C o n r t ~ ~ a t i oand
n
R a c o v e ~A p t , 4 2 U.S.C. 6901 et sea., the
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Control, and L i a b i l i t y A c t , 42 U . S . C. 9601
s e a . , and other relevarrl arlvironmental l a w e , a s we11 a s public health and safety lawe
and other laws relating to the siting, construction, operation, and maintenance of any
facility, improvement, or equipu~arst on ehc proparty.
B. Plans. Blana tor uevelopment, layout, colztatruction, recorletm~r.t.ion,or alteration
of impravemefits on the permit area, as well as revisions of such plans, must be prepared
by a qualified individual acceptable to L h e authorizcd officer and ~ h a 7 1be approved in
writing prior to cmoncement a t work. The holder may be required to furnish as-built
plans, maps, or aurveys, or other similar infura~alion, upon complotion of construction.

.

Maintenance. The holder shall malntain che i n ~ p r u v s m t n t s and permit area t n
standards of repair, orderliness, neatnesf, sanitation, and safety acceptable to the
authorized officer and coneistent with other provisionki uf this authorization. If
requested, the holder shall comply with inspection requirements deemed appropriate by
the authorized officer.
I-

0. Pazard Analvniq. The holder has a continuing re8ponsibility LU identify alZ
hazardous ~ n n d i t i o non
~ the permit area which would affezt the improvements, resources,
or pose a risk of i n j u r y t o individuals. Any non-emergency actions to abate such
hazard& ohall be performea after consultation with the authorized officer. In emergency
situations, the holder shall notify the authorized oZficex ot rts accion~as won as
poasiblc, but not more than 48 hour^, after such actians have been taken.
E.

C l ~ a n ~of
e Addreaq.

Thr holder

shall immediately notify the authorized officer of a

change in address.

Chancre i n O m e r s h i ~ . his pennit is not assignable and terminates upon change of
owneranip oE L h e improvcment~or central of the business e n t i t y . The holder shall
immediately notify the authorized officer when a change in ownership or control oP
business e n ~ i t yi r pending. Notificetian hy the present holder cmd potential owner
shall be executed using Form FS-2700-3, Special Use Application and Report, or Form
FS-2700-3a, Request fox T e r m i m t i o n of and App3irar.ion for special-Use Permit. Upon
receipt of the proper documentation, the authorized officer may issue a permit to the
party who acquires ownership uL, or- a controlling itrtrm~ti n . the improvements or
f.

business entity,

.

LIABILITY

For purposes of this section, Mholder" includes the holder's heirs, aesigns, agents,
employees, and contractors.
A.

The holder assumes all risk of loss to the authoriacd improvements.

The holder shall indemnify, detenci, and hold Llle Unitcd E t a t e a harrnlemi for any
violations incurred under any such laws and regulations or for judgments, claims, or
demands assessed against the United States in conrrr~Lionwith the holcler'c 1 1 ~ or
e

B.

Dr'idcjcr Tat on Nation.?'l F o r e s t

The holder's indemnification of the United States shall
include any loss by personal injury, loss of life or damage to property in connection
w i L l l the occupancy o r usr of t h e property durinc; take term of this permit.
Indemnification shall include, but i6 not limited to, the value of resources damaged or
destl,uyecl; the coat3 of reotoratian, cleanup, or other aitigation; fire suppression or
other types of abatement costs; third party claims and judgments; and all
adminlstrativr, i n t c r e s c , a d othmr legal c n ~ f . ~ .his paraqraph shall o u ~ v i v ethe
termination or revocation of this authorization, regardless of cause.
occupancy of the progmrty.

C. The holder has an affirmative duty t o protect from damage the land, property, and
lnte~astsOX the UnitaB S L a t e s .

D. Zn the event of any breach WE the conditions of this all?-horizationby the holder,
the Authorized Officer may, on reasonable notice, cure the breach for the account at the
expenee of the holder. If che For.cuL Service at any time pays any sua of money or doe8
any act which will require payment of money, or incurs any expense, including reasonable
attorney's fees, in institut~ng,proosrru~ir~y,and/or dcfending any ac.t.ion 01: proceeding
to enforce the United States rights hereunder, the eum or sums so paid by the United
States, with all interests, costs and damagecl shall, at thc clection sf the Foregt
Service, be deemed to be additional fees hereunder and s h a l l be due from the holder to
the Forect Service on the first day ot tbe month fvlluwiny auch elcation.
E. With respect to roads, the holder shall be proportioually liablc for damages t n all
rnzlclcl and trails of the United States open to public use caused by the holder's use to
the same extent arr provided above, except that llabili=y shall aot include reasonable
and ordinary wear and tear.
F - The Forest. Service has no duty to inspect the permit area or to warn of hazards and,
i f the Forest Service does inspect the permit area, it shall incur I W additional duty
nor liability far identified or non-identified hazards. This covenant may be enforced
by the united States in a court of competent jurisdiction.
V.

TERMXNATION, REVOCATION, AND SUSPENSION

A.

General.

refer to

Lka

For purposes of this permit, lltermi~tionll,
08revocation'1,
and " s ~ ~ p e r l u i u r a "
cessation of uses and privileges under the permit.

uefermirldLioa~"
refcro to the cescat.ion of the permit under its own terms without
the necessity for any decision or action by the authorized officer. ~erminationoccur6
automatically whe11, Ly the tcnnr; of the permit., a fixed or agreed upon condition, event,
or time occurs. For example, the permit terminates a t expiration. ~erminationsare not

appealable.
vRevocationM refera to r r * action by the authorized officer to end the permit
because of noncompliance with any of the prescribed terms, or for reasons in the public
interest. Revocations are appealable.
@@5uspsnsiontr
refers to a revocaLion which io temporary and the privileges may be
restored upon the occurrence of proscribed actions or canditionc. Suapenaions are
appealable.
B. Revocation or Scls~en~ion.The Yorest Service may auopend or r e m k e , this permit in
whole or part for:
1.
Noncompliance with Federal, State, or locd laws and regulation=.
2.
Noncompliance with the terms and conditions of this permit.
3.
Reasons in the public interest.
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Vnren!.

Abandonment or other failure of the holder to ot:lerwisa exercise the privileges

granted.
C. O P ~ o r t w i t vto Take Corrective Action,. Prior to revocation or suoperlfiion for cause
PursuaJlL tu gectiora V (B), the authoy;zeA officer shall g i v e the holder written notice
of the ground3 for each action and a reasonable time, not to exceed 90 days, to complete
the corrective clccicm prcacribed by the elrthot-ized officer.
D. Removal o f Imwruvan\enta. Prior to abandrsrlm~nt nf the improvements ar within a
reasonable time following revocation or termination of thiv authorization, the holder
ahall prepare, for approvd by the authorized officer, an abandonment plan for the
permit area. The abandonment plan shall address removal of improvements and restoration
of t h e permit area and prescribed Lime frame3 f o r these a c t i n n # . If the holder f a i l 8 to
remove the improvements or restore the site within the prescribed time period, they
become the property oi t h e uniced S t a L r a and m y bc cold, dcstray~d or otherwise
disposed of without any liability to the United Statee. However, the holder shall
rernain liable for all cost associatea w i ~ l lLheir removal, including po.st.r?i of eale and
impoundment, cleanup, and restoration of the site.

VI.

FEES

A. Teminatioa for N o n ~ a m e n t . This permit shall automatically terminate without the
necessity of prior notice when 1a;d use rental fees are 90 calendar dayc f r o m tho d i ~ r !
A P ~ PIn arrears.
The holder shall pay annually in advance a sum determined by the Forest Service to
be the fair market value of the use granted by this authorization. The initial p o p e f i t
itz cet at $ 4 5 . 0 0
for the remainder of the calendar year. Subsequent payments shall
be determined by the use of an annual fee schedule. The Forcot aenriur uldy adjuat tbc
amount of payment annually by an appropriate indexing factor to reflect more nearly the
f a i r market value o f the use. At certain intervals the Forest Service sllall ~ - e v i thc
t~
fac and adjuct the fee a s necessary to amure that it is commensurate with the fair
market value of the authorized rights and privileges, as determined Dy apprai~alur
ottlrr a ~ u n dbuoincce management. principles.
B.

date shall be the close of business on as stated
Payments due the United States for
on the bill
t h l f u8e shall La deposited at Unit P n l l e c ~ o nQfficer. Intermountain Reqion File
61657, P . 0 . Box 60000, Sap Francisco, CA 94160.in the form of a check, draft, or money
order payable to **Furrsf Barvice, USDA." Payments 6hall be credited on the date
received by the designated Forest Service collection otficer or deposit location. It
the due date for the fee u~ fct calculation s t a t e r n ~ n t fa116 on a non workday, the
charges shall not apply until the close oi business on the next wcrkdey.

c.

p a w n v r l L m e ~ e t c . The payment d m

of each calendar year panent is due.

CPavment. hrrausnt to 31 USC 3717, and regulations at 7 CFFt Part 3 ,
Subpart B, and 4 CFX Part luz, an i ~ r l t s r ' r s t chargc chall he a n ~ e s s e don any payment or
financial ftatement not received by the due date. Intereet shall be assessed using the
the U r l i C e d 3 t a t c o D e p a r t m e n t of Treil~ury'f Financial
most current: rate prescribed
Interest
shall
accrue from the date the payment or financial
Manuel (TPM-6-8020).
In
the
event
that
twu UL more billingr are r e q ~ i r e df o r d e l i n ~ e n t
statement was due.
accounts, administrative costs to cover proceseing and handllng of the delinquent debt
will kw assessed.

D.

n
tn provisj~ns
E. EQditional Penalties. In ths event of permit ~ a ~ m i n a t i opursuant
vI ( A ) , and prior to the issuance ot a new permit, a penalty of 6 percent per year shall
be asrressed on any fee amount overdue in excess of 90 days from thm pnymclrr d11n date.

Thin penalty sha31 accrue from t h e due date of the first billing or the date the f e e
calculation financial statement was due. The penalty is in additiorl to in~erestand any
other c h r g o c ryecified i n +.he above paraqraph.
P P R are due and ~ a y a b l eby the due date.
No appeal of
will be cono~dererdby the Forest Service without full papent of the disputed
amourll. A d j u a t n e n t s , if nooecsaqr. w i l l he made i n accordance w i t h settlement temw o r
appeal decision.

b i s ~ u t e d~ c c r z . ~ i s p u t e d~

F.

fees

G.

Delinuuent Feea.

1. D e l i x l y u e r r L fees and other charges shall be, subject to all rights and remedies
afforded the United States purawnt to Federal law and implementing regulationn (31

U.S.C. 3731 -1.
2.
The authorized officer s h a l l require payment of fees owed the United States
on
ieeuance rlrf a new permit.
under any Forest Service a u t ~ ~ v r i ~ a t ibcforc

VII.

OTHER PROVISIONS

A. Member3 of Cansress. No Member of or Delegate to Congreeo or R e ~ ~ d n nCommissioner
t
shall benefit from this permit either directly or indirectly, except when the authorized
uaa provides a general benefit to a corporatiurl.

B. A ~ ~ e a land
e Remedies. Any diecretionary Qecisiuu~ or determination# by tho
authorized officer are aubject t o t h e appeal regulations at 36 CFR 251, Subpart C, or
revisions thereto.

Su~eriorClausea. In the event of aily contlict betweur~ally of thc preceding p r i n t e d
or any provision thereof and any of the following clauses or any provision
thereof, the preceding printed clauaes shall c o n t r o l .

C.

C~P~I.SC?R

Er'i Agrr-Tel-on

at iondl F o r e s t

t-c., t.hn Paperwork Reduction A c t of 1995, no perfions are required to
respond to a collection of informalion unlecis it diaplays a valid OMB control
number. The ' r e l i d o m control number ,'or this information collection i s

Aecordirig

0596-0082.

~ h i ai~iformatiorlis needed by the Forevl Service to evaluate requests to use
National Foroct S y B t e r n l a n a and manage those lands to protect natural
resources, administer the use, and ensure public health and safety.
his
illfurmation I s rcqu~rcdto obtain nr retain a benefit. The authority f o r that
requirement i s provided by the organic A c t of 1897 and t h e ~ e d e r a lLand policy
and Mar&ayn~~enlt
A c t of 1376, whiah authorize ehr Secretary of Agriculture to
promulgate rules and regulations tor authorizing and managing ~ationalForest
System Lands. Theset atatutcs, along with tho Term permit A c t , ~atiozalForest
Sk1 Area Permit A c t , Granger-Thye A c t , MLneral Leasing Act, Alaska Term permit
Act, A c t of september 3, 1 9 5 4 , W i l d e m s 3 A c f , National Forrnt Roads and Trails
A c t , Act of November 16, 1973, ~rcheologicalResources Protection Act, and
Ala8ka National lnterest Larrrls Cul~sarvationAct, a u t h o r i a ~the S e ~ r ~ t - a of
ry
~gricultureto issue authorizations for the u8e and occupancy of ~ational
~a
at 33 6CR part
Forest System lands. The secretary uS ~ ~ r i c u l t u r ercgulationn
2 5 1 , Subpart a, establish procedures for issuing those authorizations.
T h e Privacy A c t of 1974 ( 5 U.S.C. 552a) and the Freedom of ~nformationAct ( 5
U.S.C. 5 5 2 ) govern the confidentialrty to be provided fur i n f o r m t i o n received
by the Forest Service.

Public reporting burden for collection of information, if rem-,
is
estimated to average 1 hout per response for annual financial irlLvrmationi
average 1 hour per response to prepare or update operation and/or maintenance
plan; average 1 hout per response for inspection reports; and an average of 1
h r n ~ rtar each request that may include such things as roporte, logs, facility
and user information, sublease information, and other cimzlar miscellarlrvuv
his includes the rime for reviewing instructions.
informat.ion requests.
aoarching existing data aourcea, gathering and maintaining the aata needed, nlld
eempleting and mviewing the collection of information. Send cominents
regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this collection of
information, including suggeationtil for reducing this burden. to Department 0 f
Agriculture, Clearance Officer, DIRM, AG Box 7 6 3 0 . washington D . C . 20250; and
to the O f f ice of Management and Budget. Paperwork Reduction Project ( O m #
0596-0002), Wnebington, D . C . 20503-

This permit is accepted subject to t h e conditions set out above.
HOLDER NAMr,:

.
Ahjphd\

u. s.

D E P ~ ~ p~ F ~AGRICULTCTRE
N T

Forest Service

,+ T-

By ;

(Holder Signature)
Date :
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RECEIVED AUG 2 2 1937
CONSULTING P. 0. Box 452 r

Laramie, WY 82073 +

(307) 745-0066 (-0499fax)

August 18,1997
Bill Bass
Black Rock Ranger Station
U.S. Forest Service
P.O. Box 278
Moran, Wyoming 83013

RE: BuffaloValley Estates water supply well - special use permit
Dear Mr. Bass:
As per our conversations on Friday, August 15, this letter reviews well siting criteria relevant to
the requested special use permit for which we have applied on behalf of the Wyoming Water
Development Commission. We hope this letter is responsive to your concern that alternative
sites have been fully and fairly evaluated before granting a special use permit on public lands.
As I explained, selection of the proposed site for exploratory water well drilling represents our
professional judgement of the most favorable conjunction of geologic, engineering, and
administrative considerations. (By "our", I mean that of Hinckley Consulting, which has been
chiefly concemed with subsurface conditions, and Jorgensen Engineering and Land Syrveying,
which has been chiefly concemed with water system engineering and permitting.) Our goal with
this project has been to locate for the project sponsor (the Buffalo Valley Water District), a water
supply well with the greatest geologic chance for a water supply of adequate quantity and quality,
with lowest exploration and, if successful, system tie-in and maintenance costs, with the fewest
logistical/administrative obstacles, and with the least aesthetic disruption of the affected
landscape. As one would expect, such goals rarely provide unanimous direction, and one must
balance a host of compromises.
Our understanding of the site geology is informed by the drilling experience of approximately 19
wells in the area and by careful pump testing of the most productive well for 4 days in June of
this year. Our working hypothesis for the target aquifer is that a gravel deposit is present within
the glacial moraine at a depth of approximately 70 feet in the immediate vicinity of the "Jordan"
well (south across the road and slightly west of the proposed site). The limited extent of this
deposit is demonstrated by it's apparent absence at the Korn property to the west, at the existing
Buffalo Valley well to the east, and at the Atkinson property to the north. (See our November,
1996 reconnaissance report for locations.) To the south, surficial mapping and consideration of
the geologic history of the area indicate the presence of fine-grained (i.e. unproductive) deposits
associated with the Buffalo Fork River floodplain. Thus, groundwater development is guided to
an area along the toe of the slope in the vicinity of the Jordan well.
Guidance in terms of a specific spot within this general area is less clear cut. In terms of the
geology, the relative response of the Givens well and of the existing Buffalo Valley Estates well
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to pumping at the Jordan well suggests higher permeability may occur in the direction of the
existing Buffalo Valley Estates well. Thus, there is indication that conditions are more favorable
moving northeast than moving northwest from the Jordan well.
Of course, a well at or near the Jordan well would have the highest probability of tapping the
gravel deposit encountered by that well. The arguments for exploring the possibility of a
similarly productive site on the north side of the road are:
1) Preparation for home construction at the Jordan site required emplacement of a large
body of gravel fill in what has been represented to us as a previously swampy area.
Although the well and septic leach field are at opposite ends of the small constructed pad.
minimal spacing was achieved. There is scarcely room for an additional well on the site
and the larger and more sustained drawdown associated with a subdivision supply well
would increase concern for cross-contamination.

2 ) Immediately east of the Jordan property is a Forest Service parcel, but this is an area of
seeps and willows in which construction would be difficult and environmental disruption
is of concern.

3) A road crossing to tie a well into the existing pipeline would be an additional expense
and would be susceptible to freezing (which under plowed roads has been found to
exceed 10 feet in this area) and additional maintenance costs associated with heavy
traffic.
While the chances of developing the target water supply are somewhat less. and we may end up
looking for a south-side site if the initial exploration well is unsuccessful. we feel that the
potential benefits of a north-side site are worth the risk. A well site north of the Buffalo Valley
Road would have to be c?n either the Givens property or on public lands administered by the
Forest Service. As above, guidance is provided by several factors:
1) Geologic considerations argue against moving any further north than is necessary.
This is due to the reduction in thickness of the productive gravel deposit within the
aquifer, of the aquifer saturated thickness, and of the potential recharge area as one moves
north up the slope.

2) Property line and power line setback requirements and the presence of a power line
easement across the southern portion of the Givens property (see attached sketch map)
would require a site on the Givens property to be further up the slope (north ) than a site
on the Forest Service.

3) As noted above, there is some geologic evidence for higher permeability in an easterly
direction, which favors a Forest Service site over a Givens site.
4) Concern with interference in this area is demonstrated by the insistence of area
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residents that the Wyoming State Engineer's Office complete a comprehensive
interference study in association with the existing supply well in 1989. This concern has
been brought to our attention regarding the proposed well by both the State Engineer's
Office and by the owners of the two wells most likely to be impacted -- Jordan and
Givens. The conclusion of the June testing program was that there would likely be
sufficient interference to
compromise the discharge rate of the Givens well, even at the distance of the Jordan well.
Location of a subdivision-supply well on the Givens property would decrease the distance
to the Givens well by approximately one half relative to the proposed site on Forest
Service land, with a commensurate increase in the drawdown impact on the Givens well.
5) Given the proximity to the proposed well of the existing well and pipeline right-of-way
(on Forest Service administered lands) and the character of the intervening surface (an
existing two-track road across a sagebrush terrace), the proposed well location is clearly a
simpler site to work with in terms of engineering and construction. The alternative of a
site to the west, on the Givens property, would require either an additional crossing of the
riparian area associated with the intervening small drainage or additional pipeline to run
north to connect to the existing system. The latter alignment would also require
establishment of an additional access road and construction and reclamation through a
forested area.

While no single one of the above criteria may present an overwhelming case for the proposed
well site, it is our judgement that when all relevant factors are weighed, the proposed site is the
obvious choice.
Please feel free to contact me (307-745-0066) or Bob Ablondi (307-733-5150) if you need
additional details or would like to discuss this further. As you know, we are attempting to meet a
fairly ambitious schedule for this project and would appreciate any guidance you can provide at
your earliest convenience. We will try to contact you on Tuesday for what direction you can
offer.
For your information, also indicated on the attached diagram is the area which Mr. Weber
believed had significant water potential based on his observations and experience in the area.
While I cannot comment on the diagnostic process employed by Mr. Weber. we welcome all
input and freely acknowledge the wealth of practical experience he can bring to such issues.
Please contact him (307-733-3343) if you would like to further explore his opinion.
Thank you for your consideration of our proposal.
Bern Hinckley, P.G.
HINCKLEY CONSULTING
cc: Jorgensen Engineering and Surveying
Wyoming Water Development Commission
Buffalo Valley Water District

dORGENSEN ENGINEERING
and
LAND SURVEYING P.C.

P.O. Box Ssso
Jackson, W 83002
Phone 307-733-51 SO
Fax 307-733-518 7

June 20, 1997

Bill Bass
Melissa Hearst
Buffalo Range District
P.O. Box 278
Moran, Wyoming 830 13
Re:

Buffalo Valley Water Supply Project

Dear Bikl and Melissa:
As an update to my letter of April 28, 1997, I wanted to inform you that Hinckely Consulting of
Laramie, Wyoming was selected to perform the Level I1 Study for Buffalo Valley. Our firm,
Jorgensen Engineering and Land Surveying, P.C. will provide engineering support as a sub-consultant
to Hinckely. A public scoping meeting, which will describe the project objectives and schedules in
greater detail, has been tentatively planned for the week of July 7th.
However in order to meet the project completion deadline of October 1, 1997. We would like at this
tihe to initiate the permitting process for one and possibly two exploratory wells on U.S. National
Forest Lands. The proposed sites are shown on the attached map and involve lands adjacent to the
existing well; one of which is a remnant parcel separated by the Buffalo Valley Road.
As previously described, work this year would only involve drilling and testing the well. An eight (8)
inch steel cased well (with well screen) to a depth of approximately 100 feet is anticipated.
Connections to the wells, including the installation of a submersible pump, would take place no sooner
than the summer of 1998 and only if the well provides adequate water.
We therefore would appreciate your help in providing us a list of information that may be required to
obtain the permit for the installation of the exploratory well(s). Please refer to the November 4, 1996,
Buffalo Valley Water Supply Project, Level I Final Report (Transmitted with the April 28th letter) for
additional background information. Also please feel free to call if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

7
obert T. Ablondi

cc:

Bern Hinckely
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Date: July 28, 1996
Bob Ablondi
Jorgenson Engineering
P.O. Box 1142
Jackson, WY
83001
D e a r M r . Ablondi:

This letter is t o confirm some of the i s s u e s discussed between yourself and
Melissa Hearst of my s t a f f on July 18, 1996. It w a s recommended t h a t these
i s s u e s be addressed i n writing as p a r t of your p r o j e c t f i l e . W
e apologize t h a t
w e were unable t o attend the public meeting held on June 12, 1996 regarding the
Buffalo Valley Water Supply Project.

W
e n e a l i z e t h a t you are very much i n t h e preliminary planning phase and as of
y e t , have no formal plans f o r requesting use of National Forest System (NFS)
lands. However, i n anticipation t h a t t h a t need arises, t h e following concerns
are l i s t e d below:
The U.S. Forest Service would expect t h a t a l l options on p r i v a t e land be
explored f i r s t and documented, p r i o r t o requesting use of NFS lands.
Realization t h a t i f a request is presented t o use of NFS lands,'that
c o s t s associated with performing an environmental assessment and
implementation would be borne by t h e p r o j e c t sponsors.

all

Recognition t h a t i n t h e event t h a t NFS land use is requested, t h a t i t serve
as broad of a "publicn need as possible.
W e would a l s o l i k e t o make yourself and others aware t h a t the NFS lands around
t h e Buffalo Valley Estates, l i e within a scenic byway corridor and a r e
recognized as c r u c i a l b i g game winter range. I n addition, they are a l s o
considered important t o g r i z z l y bear h a b i t a t . Plans f o r permanent s t r u c t u r e s
ani! roeds would be heavily scrutinized unless adequate mitigation measures a r e
i n place t o assure a lessened environmental impact.

I f you have any-additional concerns o r questions regarding t h i s p r o j e c t , please
f e e l f r e e t o contact Melissa Hearst o r myself.
Sincerely,

"t a

WILLIAM T. BASS
D i s t r i c t Ranger

APPENDIX F
FIBERGLASS TANK
DETAIL

D-6 20,000 Gallon Mfg. P t : B, C , M, V
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20,000D-6

19,810

--+

37'4-112"

4"3,9,10,16,113,G"' 4,940

A = Auburndale, FL
B = Bakersfield, CA
C = Conroe, TX

M = Mt. Union, PA
V = Valparaiso, IN

